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NEWS
CIMARRON
THE CIMARRON CITIZEN
AND

HOLDS

'CIMARRON

State Committee Finds Hernandez
Free From Any Moral Turpitude While Public Official.
That he is free from any moral
turpitude in any oí his transactions
while acting in official capacities,
is the statement of B. C. Hernandez, Republican candidate for congressman, who visited Cimarron,
Tuesday. Mr. Hernandez spoke
to a large audience at the Athletic
Hall Tuesday evening when he
laid bare the facts in the charges
preferred against him by the Albuquerque Journal ten days ago.
The Republican candidate stated
that neither he nor Mr. Ely, slate
chairman of the Republican organization, would resign from the race
and that they do not intend to so
do. He stated however, that the
campaign was launched to win in
this election and that nothing honorable will be left undone to bring
about a comolete victory of the
ticket in the state.
Mr. Hernandez is a good orator
and captivated his audience from
tart to finish. Following the address, a dance was given which
was fully enjoyed by one and all.
Mr. Hernandez departed bv
Wednesday morning lor Max
well and other towns in the county
before u'oing to the southern pa' t
of the state, where he will pat in
ow
the most of his titnee belfo

Dist

Rapid Work

far as practicable, the fares be
tween New York and intermediate
points and Chicago and intermediate points will bear a like mileage

S. S.

Mining developments at Red
River and E'town districts are go
ing ahead at a rapid rate, and from.
now every means will be employed
to bring the mines to a high state
of output, especially so since the
official announcement that the Santa Fe is to extend the Rocky Mt.
route to Taos next year, work on
which is to be started early next
spring. With the extension of the
road to Taos, the mines will be
practically tapped and the ore can
be shipped with profit to the smelters there to be refined and the val-

y

convention of

The
the district Sunday Scbobl Association, comprising Springer, Miami and Cimarron, is scheduled to
ronvetfé in this city Sunday, October 4, at the Tolby Memorial
church, and on this occasion State
Superior uient liurkhart will address the convention.
All who attend arc requested to
bring their lunches with them on
this occasion, which will be taken
charge ol by the committee on edisrmi-annu-

bles.

SongStrvice

Miami
Convention Echoes, Mrs. Mikesell
DQXIogy and Benediction

and November J.
With Mr. Hrrnandtz ram. J. R.
Skidmore of Raton, L. 1. Taylor
of Springer and . H. Toulouse of
Albuquerque. The two first menat the
tioned made sheit spoech
op
came
meeting, while the latter
rafter-othebusi
PoHte
to look
dess representing the headquarters
The visit oi Mi. Hiinnndtz to
Cimarron marks the opening of the
political carafwUgJw here and from
now until the dope, political subjects will be ore. freely discussed
and speeches more frequent.
There is every indication to be
lieve that Republican victory in
the state is now morally certain
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Libel Suit Filed Today Against Journal Pub. Co., Seeking To Recover Large Sum.

Santa Fe Rd.
Will Extend

To Taos

What is undoubtedly the largest
suit :n which damages are seeked
to be recovered, wan filed today at
Santa Fe, wherein B. C. Hernandez, republican candidate for con
gressman, is the plaintiff and the
Journal Publishing company, of
Albuquerque, was made the defendant. The suit involves two
charges, each asking for $50,000
damages, making a total of $100,-00for libelous articles that appeared in the Journal some time
ago, attacking the character of the
plaintiff, with malicious intent and
degradation,
Attorneys Reed Holloman and
Frank J. Lavan of Santa Fe have
been retained as counselors for the

Santa Fe railroad company sur
veyors are completing a final survey of the route from Ute Park to
Paos and it is certain that the com
pany will commence building the
ong proposed extension to Taos
next year, according to rrot. I. A plaintiff.
of the State
ones, president
The suits come under the civil
School of Mines, who returned to docket and in all probability will
Albuquerque from a trip to this be tried at this fall term of court in
section.
Prof. Jones says the forest

ice is commencing work on a road
from Ute Park to Red River which
will reduce the old 27 per cent
grade to 7 per cent and make it
possible for large quantities of low
erade ore which have been on
umps for years in the Red River
district to be shipped out.
An elaborate display of minerals
rom the Red River section was
secured for the San Diego exposi
tion.

Will Sell On

Next Tuesday
The Cimarron Drug company, a
co partnership, which has been in
the hands of an assignee the past
six months, will be sold at public
auction on Tuesday, fSeplember 29
at the front door of the establish
ment between the hours of 10 a. m.
and 6 p, m., until all of the wares,
goods, merchandise and book accounts are sold to the highest bid
der.
Dr. A. E. Collyer purchased a
half ititerest in the establishment
last December from Henry Harmon and about six months ago as
signed the stock, fixtures and book
accounts over to Ernst Ruth of
Raton who since has bad charge
of the store. For the past tew
weeks the store has been closed,
but it is believed that it will again
be opeued immediately after the
Local
disposition of the sale.
parties, it is rumored, are planning
on purchasing the stock.

Be Raised
Interstate passenger fares, in
both astern and western ten lories are to be increased by the railroads in the immediate future. The
new rates will be fixed on a basis
cents a mile, but they will
ol 2
vary slightly, in particular cases
from that basa.
Information received by the In- .. r. (..,- - rnmmerce commission
IS
New
between
fare
straight
that the
York and St. Louia, lor instance,
will be advanctd two dollars. The
fares between New York and intermediate point will be b.tsed on t' a
increase between the two larne
i- -i

-

Santa Fe county. While it has
given out officially, it is
believed that Mr. Hernandez will
bring suit against the Journal in
every count v of the state.
It has also been le.nned that following an interview between State
Chairman Ely and the Journal
owners, the latter agreed to retract
what it had said against Mr. Hernandez pending the arrival of affidavits from Rio Arriba county,
but it is not known whether this
proposition has been accepted by
the state chairman and the leaders
of the party.

ser- - not been

N. N. M.

Rates To

The fare between New York and
Chicago will be based entirely upon a a 19 ctnt a mile rate, and so

0,

Drng Store

w"

Passenger

terminals-

COLFAX

Filed In Santa Fe

Dinner will lie served in the

Athletic Hall, and the Cimarron
Boy i
Band will furnish the
ing the day. The pro- music
gram
ces, Mr. Burkhart
Devol
narron S. S. Choir
Anlhi
Address ot Welcome
H. G. Frankenburger
R. W. Bolinger
Response,
Anthem,
Cimarron S. S. Choir
Intermission
Preachint: Services, Miami People
Dinner at Athletic Hall
After.ioon Session
Springer Pastor
Services,
Springer S. S.
Song Service,
Reports from Sunday Schools
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$100,000 Suit Is

October 4

In Red River

charge. Becaus of the lws of
some intermediate states fiV.ing the
maximum of intrastate passenger-fareat 2 cents a mile some difficulty is experienced bv railroad of- uable ingredients separated.
While some of the mines have
ficials in working out the details of
the proposed advance in interstate been developed to a high state in
rater, but it is expected that these these districts regardless of the extension of the road, others have
difficulties mav be removed.
The proposition of the new tar- been merely undergoing prelirry-narwork and ascertaining the
iffs now is in progress and it is ex
pected that they may be in readi quality and grade of ore in their
ness to file with the commission by holdings. Some of the ore while
there is tin abundance ol it, is not
.October i.
The determination of the rail- so rich in mineral, while others of
roads to raise their passenger far s which there is not the quantity reis a direct result of the suggestion covers what is lost in that respect
of the Interstate Commerce com in quality.
mission decision in the advance
of sustaining the rods and that
rate case. The commission ex the traveling public,
which depressed tts belief that the passen- manded speed, comfort and luxury
ger traffic of railroads ought to in passenger facilities, ought to be
beari'S proportion ol the buruen willing to pav lor them.
'V'lSti-

KINGDOM

Convention

On Mines

Any Wrong Doing

THE

TO

KEYS

THE

Exonerated From

NO. 38

"EMBER 24, 1914.

CIMARRON.
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Fair Assn.

n iosters
About twenty boosters of the N.
N. M. Fair came down from Rat
on, Friday to give it an due puo- licity in this section as well as to
kindle their receptive mood for
fair week. The boosters came by
way of the Uracca Ranch, Rayado
and Miami, and at the first mentioned place they were received
with open arms by Geo. H. Web
ster, Jr., who treated the boosters
to a luncheon and in otherwise provided the gutsts with other things
that go to make hospitality. Two
hours were delightfully spent at
the ranch, where also a number of
Cimarron boosters bad motored to
guide the Ratoniles into the Key
City. The party sojourned some
time in Cimarron following which
they departed for their native
haunts tired, but nevertheless well
repaid for their troubles during the
trip, which has come to be an an-

nual event.

Monday Saw The

W1
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joying nice weather the psychological belief is that cold weather will
Last Day of Summer soon be here. Owing to the very
unsettled
aather the past few
months the fall and winter weather
Monday marked the last day of is very uncertain and the weather
summer according to the calendar prophets are at a loss to predict a
and even though this sectioo is en mild or severe season.

CIMARRON NEWS.

GERMAN GUNS HOLD ALLIES
pulsed.

Aftur Long Retreat, Kaiser's Army Entrenches ami
Mounts Artillery In Ardennes Mountains of
Northern France Fight Seven Days
,
to a Draw Losses Enormous.

RUSSIA REPULSED

$48,000,000

ARMIESCARRYON
Russians Pursue Austrian.
London. Report! received from

ARTILLERY DUEL

POSTAL RANKS

Pe- -

BORDER
BLAZES
AS
ALLIES
IN QUAGMIRES
STRUGGLE
TO OUTFLANK KAISER'S TROOPS.

r

DENVER LISTED AMONG CITIES
SHOWING BIG INCREASE DUR-

n by

Firaiin

ING AUGUST.

BANKS

moot tbe
rmany rep

IN

NUMBER

GERMANS DRIVEN RACK

llwryiliing

9,653
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are loading lite Rue

Slavs Unable to Make Gains
in East Prussia
Crush
Austrians and Hold
Two Provinces.

The
will b

i

illow-),000-

until one or the fighting nations
apjieals to him to do so.
Italy Ready to Fight.
Urged by Russia and by her own
radlcsl political element. It appears
not uniiknlv that Italy anon will writer
the con flirt, on the side of the allies
by attacking Austria.
Her standing
army and auxiliary have been ready
for the field for several weeks. . A
final mobilisation, calling all reservists, has been ordered for September 26.
Austria may sue fcr peace inde
pendently of Germany, according to
reports from Vienna and Rome. Her
repeated defeats have had a very de
creasing effect on the country. In
dustry is blighted. The poor suffer
now, and will suffer more wfcsn win
ter comes, and there are indications
of revolt among the masses. It is
said serious riots already have occurred In Vienna and Budapest.
Turkey Cools Her Talk,
8lnce the reversal of German successes In France and, the strong movement of Russia against Germany Is
beginning to count, Turkey has receded from her warlike attitude toward
the allies. Her newspapers, however,
have been forbidden by the government to call the Russian capital city
Petrograd. They must use tbe old
term, St. Petersburg, which the Russians no longer use.
Japan continues to besiege the German colony and naval base at Tslng
Tao, in the Chinese colony of Kaio
Chow. A strong fleet commands the
harbor and 30,000 Infantry surround
the city. There has been no decisive
action in that theater for two weeks
or longer.
A Five Days' Battle.
London. For five days the British
and French armies have been trying
to dislodge the Germans from the
strong line of defenses which they
have constructed on the battle front
stretching from the Olse to the Meuse
rivers. There have been attacks and
counter attacks, tut in the words of
the official communication "there has
been no change In the situation.
The allies claim to have made
slight progress at some points against
the German right wing north of the
River Alsne and to have repulsed
counter attacks there and between
Craoune and Reims, while they say
in the center and on the right the
Germans are acting purely on the defensive, having "dug themselves into
entrenchments."
At Last Reports Agree.
The German official reports are almost Identical with those of the allies.
They say no decision has yet been
reached, but that the allies' power of
resistance is weakening, that a French
Hon

ITALY MAKES

READY

Mobilization

of All Reservists Ordered; Rutila Urges Her President
Wilson Foregee Pesce Work
Turkey Less Wsrllke.

( Summary of Hvent. )
Another great battle of the
present war, described as the most
important so far to all concerned,
has beeu in progress a week between the Oertnans and the
French-Britiswithout decisive
result.
The battle line, about
eighty mileR long, stretches practically from Amiens, in northwest
France, to Verdun, on the Alsatian frontier.
Both sides have cnncentrntPil
their greatest strength along this
line. Each side has brought up
of all kinds, until now more than a million Germans oppose a like number of
French and British. The Germans are strongly entrenched and
have mounted heavy artillery in
the Ardennes mountains. They
have successfully resisted all as
sa.ilts of their enemy.
If they lose this battle it will
mean the evacuation of French
and Belgian territory by the Germans and the transfer of the activities of war to German territory. Military experts say such
a change would certainly be Germany's undoing. Should the Germans win this battle it probably
would not mean a permanent loss
for the allies.
Germane Hinder Slavs.
Russia has all but crushed the army
of Austria, according to reports from
various points, and now occupies the
provinces of Bukawins and Galicia.
The Servians and Montenegrins have
succeeded In pushing back the Austrians in the south and in taking Semita. They now threaten Budapest.
The Russians have had no success
of note In their operations against
Germsny during the last week. The
kaiser's army has punished the Slav
Invaders of East Prussia severely at
every point and has stopped the advance. The czar now says he will put
7.000,000 in tbe field to crush Germany and will leave Austria to

CLEARING

THE

WAY

FOR

Is r
regions and
October.
2,000,00.)

reach the

The Exchange Telegraph
Paris correspondent tn a
dispatch which has lust been received
here says:
"A comprehensive account of the
Ave days' battle oa the Alsne river,
which he described as the fiercest
Is the Western theater, since the beginning of the war, was given by a
French officer, who arrived In Paris
fresh from the scene of the great
London.
's

stamp raagfTAWAtD

W

started, amounting to

sia soon will have available for war.
It Is said she will soon have 7,000,KH)
men on on the move.
German Armies Entrench.
.on. ion.
A dispatch
to the Exchange Telegraph Company from its
Ostend correspondent says:
"The Germans are entrenching
themselves strongly on the River
Sambre, from Maubeuge to Namur. I
have seen Important defense works at
Thuin. Farclennes
and Floreffe.
Many Inhabitants of these piares had
been forced by threats to perform labor on the works. I have been told
that the same kind of fortifications
Sre being erected on the Mease, from
Givet to Namur, but It Is Impossible
to cross the Sambre to see for myself. I believe, however, my Information Is accurate."
Austria Dumbly Waits.
Vienna. In the complete absence
of satisfactory details regarding the
progress of the campaign In Galicia
and along the Servian frontier, the
Austrian public is waiting with dumb
patience for some definite news as to
what really Is happening. Ever since
It became known that Russia is male
tag great headway ta Galicia tbe com
ment In Vienna newspapers has been
guarded, the edltiorlals dealing chiefly
with the German campaign in Western Europe. The presence of 70,000
Polish refugees from Galicia, however.
added to the constant arrival of train-load- s
of wounded, tends to offset this
reticence.
Captured German Cruiser.
New York. The capture of the Ger
man converted cruiser Bathanla by
the English cruiser Essex w reported by Panl Gassbtt, formerly American consul at Antofogasta, Chile, who
has Just arrived here, a passenger on
board the Almirante of the United
Fruit line from Colon and Kingston.
Transferring Troops.
London. - The Dally Telegraph's
Rome correspondent says he learns
from an authentic source that eight
German army corps have left France
and Kelglum for the Russian frontier.
Big Battle is On.
London. Another great buttle, even
more vital than those which have preceded it, la lu progress on a line extending from the region of Noyon on
the River Olse, northwest of Paris to
the River Meuse, north of Verdun.

GUNS

When the Belgians retired to Antwerp many hoasea in the suburbs were) burned In order to clear the land In
front of tbe fottlOeatloos. At the left a soldier Is seen setting lire to a cottage with a lighted broom.

Coau.-ny-

Powder is first In the
hearts of the million s
of housewives who
use It and know it.

uOpai Ui.éüt.
i tai luis! was the largest since

ANTWERP'S

struggle along the River Alsne.
" 'On the morning of the 14th,' the
officer said, 'the Germans called a
halt, but by afternoon the battle had
become general. All the next day the
battle was of a ding-don-g
nature, the
Germans evidently awaiting reinforcements. During tbe night, hewever,
they delivered a furious attack en the
extreme left, but the British and
French troops gallantly met the onslaught, repulsing the Germans no
fewer than ten times, i
" The Germans still came on, however, seeking to pierce the French

Calumet Baking

D

aature of sorties from a besieged
fortress. Occasionally one or the other gains a little ground, but It Is so
little tliat the opposing forces remain
In their trenches or take up positions
In new entrenchments Immediately be
hind those from which they ware drlv-9n- .
The western wing of the German
line has been thrust back about seven
miles during the last forty eight hours
as a sequel to continuous fighting
algbt and day.
Both armies, despite almost superhuman fatigue, show the utmost determination not to yield an Inch of ground
without a terrible struggle; but the
fresher troops at the disposal of tbe
allied commanders have gradually
forced the Germans to recede.
It la now becoming the conviction of
military men that nothing but outflanking movements can have any serious offect on either army. The Germans, according to their own offh iai
report, have been strongly reinforced
both on the right where General Von
Kluck Is making such a stubborn stand
la almost Impregnable positions on the
hills north of the Alsne, and in the
center where the Germans are making
almost superhuman efforts to recapture Rhelms.
It Is probably the desire to recapture
this town at all costa, because of its
Importance as the key to important
communications that will Improve all
their connections for attack or retreat,
that has led the Germans to continue
the bombardment, which has resulted
in the destruction of the famous cathedral. Thla bombardment has been
of the moet severe kind and is being
directed from Brimont, which the
French recaptured but lost again, and
from other bills around the town, and
la of deadly character.
The French have brought np additional heavy artillery In an attempt to
drive the Germans out of these hills,
for until this Is done the situation in
the town must be difficult.
Severe fighting also continues north
of the Alsne and in the Craonne district, where the Germans, the French
official communication says, have been
repulsed at all points with considerable losses. This of an extremely difficult country over which to make an
advance. The plateau of Craonne Is
of limestons formation, with the sides
almost as perpendicular as walls. The
valleys In wet weather become quagmires. It was on thla plateau just a
century ago that Bluecher failed to
check Napoleon. The desperate resistance of the Germans Is probably
due to the fact that a retreat would
mean the abandonment of their artillery and glgauüc siego guns in the
quagmire.
On the allies' left the French report
claims another advance on the right
bank of tbe river Olse as far aa the
heights of Lassigny, west of Noyon,
which has been the center of heavy
fighting for a week past.
The allies apparently have scaled the
walls of the plateau and now hold the
heights, but ahead of them they found
Von Kluck, In great strength, and are
now awaiting the outrome of the attempt to turn bis flank, which would
clear the road for them.
The French army, which is trying
to work arovind the German right, is
poshing Its way slowly along. Starting from Compelgne, it reached Noyon. and is on the heights of Lassigny.
Its next objective point is Tergn'.sr,
nineteen miles from Leon, an important railway Junction which tbe Germans are using for provisioning their
forces.
Tbe French have made some head
way In Champagne and on the western
slope of the Argonne and have
Mestttl les Hurtas and Mess!
ges, but elsewhere the it nation re
mains aa It was. One thing Is eertn,
ueltber front has been broken all
tempts to do this having been re
pulsed and. while tbe German right
may be bending back a little, it Is not
yet outflanked.
Dankl Continues Race for Cracow.
Loudon, Sept. 22. Tbe Russian grip
on the scattered Austrian forces in
Galicia la holding relentlessly. According to Petrograd advices the fortress
of Jaroslau la being bombarded, Prse-myhas been Invests and General
Dankl's army which is retreating
toward Cracow has been surrounded.
The capture of the town of Dublecko,
on the River San. by the Russians, has
oat Prsemysl oft from the western
armies, so that it must now rely for
defense upo the Austrian and Gar
man army corps which are there.
1

OF BATTLE ALONG AISNE

and for these reasons

xr Union Na Sarrio.
Deposits to the
1,000,000 were In the
banks of the conn
I, last, according to a
lamination of reports to

Ws.ttrn Nawapapar fnloti Nw Barría.
London, Sept. 22. The unparalleled
struggle on the river Alsne, which
commenced about a week ago Satur- lay, has developed Into stage ouera- -
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FRENCH OFFICER TELLS

Rnt fa EtMMom?

GAIN IN AUGUST WAS THE LARGEST 8INCE THE SYSTEM
WAS STARTED.

Hilda MAKE DESPERATE
EFFORT
TO
its
RECAPTURE RHEIMS AND
'día
ns Is
PRESERVE SUPPLIES.

!

since me oegmning or the cuinpuign.
The enemy hurtad dense masses of
troops at ua In a supreme endeavor
to check our forward progress, but
when dawn came we still held the position and even had gained ground
slightly.
" 'The artillery duel was continued
throughout the next day. The morning of the 17th again saw desperate
fighting. This tune we threw the Germans back some ten kllomofrs, capturing 600 men and a" lot of nltrail
leusos.' "

'0.
Ilty,

with deposits total
leads all other offices.
th an Increase of $826,-- ,
also made the largest

Ne-lin-

I

AAA

Other offices showing large Increases in August were: Chicago,
$184,000;
Boston, $115,000; Detroit,
$7(5,000; Newark. $54,000; Los Angeles,
$52.000;
Ore,,
Portland.
$51,000;
Cleveland,
$45,000; Butte, $44,000;
Kansas City, Mo.. $43,000; Milwaukee,
42,000; St. Louis, $35,000; Pittsburg,
$33,000; Minneapolis, $28,000; Buffalo,
$27,000; Seattle, $27,000; Philadelphia,
$26,000; Cincinnati, $26,000; St. Paul,
$26,000; Toledo, $24.000; Columbus,
$22,000;
Tacoma, $21,000; Denver,

tfftr

, -- atp

TRUS

mm
.

ia.

$20,000.

EXPORTS

CUT $77.662,000,

Report for August Shows War Reducer Total Imports.
New York. Financial attention was
drawn to the effect of the European
war on the trade of this country as
illustrated In the Import and export
figures for August compiled by the
aaar Mtusilfal iw'f wawawtmi
llwMWWh, I B
Department of Commerce at Washing- I ClMMhfcBrfrlwaniSwe.
gl
ton.
Merchandise imports for that
month were $29,400,000, against
It Ought To.
the same month last year, a
"What are you going to call thai
falling off of $108,252,000 by comparinew babyf"
son. Exports aggregated $110,338,000,
"Reginald Claude," replied Mr. Bllg
against $188,000.000 In August, 1813, a
'
difference of $77,662,000.
For the gins.
"Isn't Reginald Claude a rather af
eight months of the calendar year imports show an Increase of $114,000,000 fected name?"
"Yes, I want him to grow up to be a j
and exports a decrease of almost
fighter, and I fancy that Reginald
With these adverse conditions In Claude will start something every
Lonmind, It appeared to be the consensus time he goes to a new school.
don Opinion.
of financial opinion that much headway had been made in tbe process of
After a girl geta to be about so old
reestablishing normal conditions between this country and Europe.
she makes a bonfire of the baby picture of herself taken In a washbowl.
$137.-652,00-

$204,-000.00-

REVOLT

ENDS

RIVER RILL.

Sixteen Democratic Senators Vote
Against Big Appropriation.
Washington. Revolting against party leadership Monday night, sixteen
Democratic senators accomplished the
overthrow of the rivers and harbors
appropriation bill, and crowned with
victory a filibuster against the measure, directed by Senator Theodore E.
Burton of Ohio.
The Senate, by a vote of 27 to 22,
ended the determined struggle over
the $34,000,000 bill by adopting a motion by a Democrat, Senntor Bank-heaof Alabama, to recommit the bill
to the commerce committee with Instructions that It substitute a measure appropriating a lump sum of
to be expended on existing
waterway projects in the discretion of
the secretary of war and board of
army engineers.

A woman isn't necessarily industrious because she has a busy tongue.

W. L. D Q UCLAS
55rL

d

Germany's War Loan Plan a Success.
Berlin. Subscriptions thus far received to the Gorman war loan have
assured the brilliant success of the
war loan plan. One paper speaks of
the public response as the "victory of
those at the Somme." Tbe call was
for 4.300,000,000
marks ($1.050,000,-000)- .
With a number of reports not
yet received, the total subscriptions to
the Imperial bonds already is
marks. The treasury certificates which were offered to the
amount of 1,000,000.000 marks have
been oversubscribed b.v 260,000,000
marks.
2,940,-000,00- 0

Airship Fall Kills Count.
A Reuter dispatch from
Amsterdam says Count Uxkull, a German military aviator, died oí injuries
received In a fall of his aeroplane
while reconnolterlng.
London.

U. S. Flag Shelters Kaiser's Envoy.
Petrograd. The German consul at
Tabris, Persia, has taken refuge tn the
American hospital, fearing that he will
be attacked by Russians.
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A GOOD COMPLEXION
GUARANTEED. USE ZONA POMADE
the beauty powder compressed with healing
sgents, you will never be annoyed by pimples, blackheads or facial blemishes. If
not satisfied aXUr thirty days' trial your
dealer will exchange for 50c in other goods.
Zona has satisfied lor twenty years try it
at our risk. At dealers or availed, 50c.
ZONA COMPANY. WICHITA. KANSAS

AGENTS WANTED
Dr. Miller's New National Flavorings.
Toilet Articles, Spices, Toilet Soaps.
Salary
Perfumes. Family Remedies.
Of Commission.
Exclusive Territory
Si ATTtfthf
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Lock Boa 349, BURLINGTON, IA. 1

DEFIANCE STARCH

Letter to Explain Operators'
is constantly growing (a favor because
After discussing for more
than four hours the character of the Does Not Stick to the Iron
reply to be sent by mall to President and it will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purpose sit has ae easts!. It 01
Wilson, as the answer of the assoclat
lmerastsrehtersseseraeafy.
ed coal operators of Colorado to the
President's plan for a three years' DEFIANCE STARCH CO.. Omaha. Nebraska
truce, the operators adjourned Monday sight, leaving to J. C. Osborn of
Company! p. W.
the
Brown, Rocky Mountain Coal ComHAVE YOU ANY?
pany, and Frank E. Gove, attorney, tbe
WRITS U.
work of completing and mailing the
letter as finally decided upon by those
three men.
lia W. SOUTH WATgSJ TK.t Hioaao
Stand-Denve-

Victor-America-
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BROOM CORN

Coyne Brothers
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It Is declared thai

Cattle.
Beef steers, corn fed, good
to choice
I7.S0O8.00
Beef steers, corn ted, fair
to choice
7.00T.60
Beef steers, grangers, good

mmanlan mlnistrj
have tendered
resignations.
As a war measure tha Canadian gov
rument wilt endeavor to have th
heat acreage doubled next year. A
tafrence was held between the Do
ilnlon minister of agriculture and exmembers of tl

INTEREST

DF MOST

ON MOST IMPORTANT
CURRENT TOPICS.

Wtra Nwppr Union Ni

In preparation for a lensrthy

mtion and provisions.
The Women's
'ax

Sanie.

WESTERN.

n

a

In tow of the deep sea tug, Hercú
lea, the largest caisson ever built In
United States began Its long Jour-from Ran francisco to tha Pana
ma canal.
Colorado union coal romera In con
vention at Trinidad voted to accept the
peace plan recommended by President
Wilson. The vote, which came after
two days of vigorous debate, was 3
to 8.
Two armed men held up and robbed
Southern Piclflc northbound fast passenger train No. 76 eleven mjles north
of lxa Angeles. They are reported to
nave secured nearly si,u irom me
passengers.
The Texas House of Representatives lias adopted a resolution memorializing Congress not to levy a war tax
on cotton warehouse receipts, dctlar- c iw.
uuiu v rm t. gam, hwui- iuB mi.
era 11,000,000.
More than 2.500 children of striking
miners in the eastern Ohio coal district are unable to attend school because of lack of clothing, according to
J. M. Roan, state mhw commissioner.
Miners In the district have been on a
strike since March 31 last.
A rush order for 10,000 saddles and
10,000 sets of harness has been received by a St. Lculs saddlery firm.
The bead of the firm refused to disclose the source of the order, but as he
aid the saddles and harness were to
be delivered on tbe continent, it Is
thought that the goods are for the
British army.
Gathtnann, a German resident
of Chicago, is said to nave Invented
the new German siege gun and shell
used with such disastrous results
against Belgian and French fortificar
tlons. This Chicago invention Is said
to have been rejected by the United
States ' government, except for coast
defenses, after trial, off Sandy look
station la 1898. The Inventor is said
to have taken his device to Germany
and later to have sold it to the
K repps.
I -

.

11

WASHINGTON.
Tho American Red Cross received a
contribution of $1.740 from the Shinne- -

r.M t.iur "Talan

HI 11 a flolf

(1

Aviators In the northern part of the
United States, were.warned to be careful not to cross the border into Canada during the war.
Captain GaSris C Clark, formerly
commandant 3f the Great Lakes naval
training station, assumed bis duties as
Socretary Daniels' aide for education,
with general supervision of naval educational wotfb !
Advices to the State Department
showed that In many cases the British government already has released
cargoes of American goods seised in
belligerent vessels at the time of the
declaration of war.
Postmaster General Burleson has un
e
der consideration a project to out
Department expenditures $20
090,000 a year by performing the rural
mail servic by coiitrcuit, as Is now
done on the
star routes.
The United States government han
sent a formal note to Great. Britain Inquiring if the recent Interview attributed to Sir Lionet Carden, British minister to Mexico, criticising President
Wilson for withdrawing
American
torcas from Vera Crus, was authentic
In any part.
Announcement was made In the In
terior Department at Washington that
Secretary Lane , bad signed orders
opening to settlomont and entry inl
Post-offic-

d

250,000

acres in

Wi

Resistance

no tax," has decided to pay taxes this
year on account of the wsr,
Necessity for marked changes in tbe
English bonking system Is set forth by
London papers as one of the chief
requisites in tbe campaign to regain''
foreign trade which Germany has
wrested from Klngland.
It is reported that the Russian Cossacks have painted all their white and
gray horses green, making them harmonize with the foliage so their movements cannot be seen by eeoutlug
aeroplanes. This plan was first adopt
ed by the British in the struggle with
the Boers.
The American cruiser Tennesses
will start for America Oct. 1, carrying home virtually all tbe army officers who went over to Europe on government relief work. The Tennessee
left New York Aug. 6 with more than
$6,000,000
on board to sid stranded
Am. r leans In Europe.
The Duchess of Sutherland, accompanied by a Red Cross expedition of
one surgeon and eight nurses arrived
at Tbe Hasvo from Maubeuge via
Maastricht en route to England. The
Duchess was in Namur during its bombardment and she reports that she
treated mostly Belgian and French
i he duchess Bald the conwounded,
duct of the Germans was coirect and
towards herself and party It was even
considerate.
3 PORT.
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Jeff Clark, the fighting ghost, re
at the end of fif
teen rounds over Rufus Cameron at
Joplln, Mo.
Mrs. Arnold H. Jackson of Boston
won the women's national golf championship at Glencoe, N. Y., defeating
Miss Elaine B. V. Rosenthal of Chicago
ceived the decision

one up.

Cheyenne high
school
defeated
Wheatland high school 85 to 0 at Chey
enne In football. The game was called
in the fourth quarter because of an in-lnjujry to a Wheatland player.
Captain R. N. Grenfell, tha famous
polo player, of the Buckingham yeomanry, was among the officers killed
In action In France. His name appears
ka the list under date of September
16, Issued by the war office at London.
Waynetta, a Denver nag which recently lowered the state pacing rec
ord, clipped a second from the state
fair track mark at Pueblo when sha
went the first heat of the free for all
pace in 2:llVx- Esperte, finishing sec
ond, also was under tbe old mark. Way
netta took the lead in every beat and
never was headed.
GENERAL.
A. H. Calef.

treasurer

of

tl

Mis

souri Pacific Ratlwny Company, died
of acute Indigestion at his summer
home at Seabrlght, N. J.
The next Conforence of Stale Gov
ernors will be held Nov. 10 to 14. The
first four days will be held at Madi
son. Wis., and the fifth in Milwaukee.
The steamer Patria, from Marseilles,
with 418 passengers, and the steam'
era Theujulcwilkl and Athlnal, from
Piraeus, the latter having 350 passen
gers, urrt.cd !n New York.
Mrs. Frank Leslie (the Baronesa da
Bazus) died In New York. She was ths
widow of Frank Leslie, the publisher,
who died in 1880, and has herself been
prominent in the publishing world.
General Carranza, supreme head of
the constitutionalists, accepted tbe resignation of General Vlllareal, who was
acting minister of finance. The Mexl
can peso is now quoted at 19o gold.
Klphty men, women and children
coastwif paH.seiiKcrs and crew, on the
d

steam schooner Francis

H. Leswett. were drown' d whan tl
i.ckkcu was pounded tc pieces in a
gale sixty miles below tbe mouth of
the Columbia river. Two men were
picked up by passing steamsra and
curried to Astoria and Portland, Ore.

Paul Fuller. President Wilson's Investigator In Mexico, whose report was
rate tutu

Oct

LEANDRO GONZALES PUTS
TO DOMESTIC GRIEFS.

A MINISTER'S WIFE

STATE NEWS

END

NEW MEXICO

PEOPLE

Always
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Wife, Nearly Kill
HIS Fathcr-ln-LaBefore Ending
His Own Life.
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Heifers, prime cornfed
7.004j7.69
Cows and heifers, corn fed,
good to choice
6.7S7.2,5
Cows and heifers, corn fed,
told Gou- fair to good
.266.75 sales t
Cows and heifers, grassero,
any loi
good to choice
.256.75 lly flu
nznles
Cows snd heifers, grassers,
tooth,
fair to good
5.606.26 father,tc
said
t by a
Cows and heifers, grassers,
Mow
common to fair
i.OOtJ'B.BO
inzle'
4.00)65.00
Stock cows
Veal calves
7.S0iff 10.50 Gonzales.
All the parties were arrestBulls
4.6006 60 ed and Gonzales was put under bonds
Slags
,'
G.006.50 to keep I iie peace. Lalt-r- , there wan
Feeders and stockers, good
an Informal
before the Justice
to choice
6.757.60 of the peace hearing
of Wagon Mound, when
Feeders and stockers. fair
tbe justice tried to bring about a recto choice
C.00O6.75
onciliation, but without success.
The
Feeders and stockors, com
father-Ib a claimed that $60 would
mon to fair
5.00OB.0U
about compensate him for the loss of
tbe tooth, but Clon sales would not pay
Good hogs
S.7O08.M It
After the hearing tbe quarrel was
J
Shesp.
renewed, the couple finally separating,
7.00tJR.O0
Lambs
Mrs. Gonrnles going home with her
4.35Q?6.10 parents. Lite In the night, after broodEwos
6.5O0G.26
Yearlings
ing over his fancied or real wrongs.
6.25(if8.75
Wethers
is supposed, the Infuriated husband
Feeder lambe. F. P. R. ... 6.257.O0 It
decided in the triple murder, falltog
3.5004-Feeders ewes, F. P. R
did not
hat the father-in-laat once to his wounds.
Hay.
fice of tho district attorney
(F. O. B. Denver, Carload Price.)
ied of the tragedy, and
Colorado upland, per ton 12.50 13.50
Ward authorized the
Nebraska upland, per too. 10.00 11.00
it Wagon
Mound to proceed
Second bottom, Colorado
and Nebraska, per ton 9.00 10.00 with an nquest The only living wlt-th15.0U
14.00
Timothy, per ton
shooting was the aged
ness of
9.00 wife of ilderette, who, upon hearing
8.00
Alfalfa, per ton
South Park, choice, per ton 13.00014.00 the shot hat is supposed to have killed
San Luis Valley, per ton. 11.00 18.00
on y daughter before she so
Gunnison Valley, per ton. .12.50 13.50 their
as awoke at the stealthy enmuch
4.00
3.60
per
Straw,
ton
trance of Gonzales, got up with her
husband to learn the cause, and saw
Grain.
her husband shot down at ber side.
Wheat, choice, milling 100 lbs.. 1.40
1.30
Rye, Colo., bulk. 100 lbs
Hundred Farm Hands Needed.
1.85
Nebraska oats, sacked
1.60
Corn" chop, sack
Melrose. The crop acreage and
1.59
Corn, in aack
yield Is so large In eastern New Mexi1.19
Bran, Colo., per 100 iba
co this year that the fanners are absolutely unable to handle tho situaFlour,
tion owing to the scarcity of farm
Standard, Colorado, net $2.55.
hands. Tbe Melrose trade territory
alone needs at least ten farm hands
Dressed Poultry.
at once in the harvest fields. Between
I. esa 10 per cent commission.
700 ami 1,000 acres of broom corn is
21
19
Turkeys, fancy D. P
standing in the fields for want of
14
Turkeys, old toma
someone to pull It. And the acreage
14
Turkeys, choice
yield of maize and kafflr corn Is
IV
Hons, large
greater than it has ever been and
14
Hens, small
19
much of it will go to waste unless harBroilers
....18
M
Fifty-eigh- t
Springs
vest 'lands can be secured.
13
12
Ducks . .
of broom corn were
carloads
12
Qeese
11
shipped from Melrose last year and
9
10
Roosters
there win be at least 25 per cent
more this year at the lowest estimate
Live Poultry.
and some estimate that It will go 50
Less 10 per cent commission.
per cent better.
16
14
Hens, fancy
13
IS
Hns, small
Another Booze Opinion.
18
Broilers
15
Springs
Santa FA. Attorney General Frank
6
7
Roosters
W. Clancy found on his desk another
Turkeys, 10 lb. or over ..'..16 018
query from a man who has a vineyard
14
12
Ducks, young
Situated in the heart of a "dry" county,
10
9
Ducks
asking If he may sell the wine he
Qeese
10
9
makes kimself Mr. Clancy was compelled to answer him that be must not
Eggs.
Eggs, graded No. l net, F.
sell the wine. He can use It himself
23
O. B. Denver
or give it away, ills vineyard, thereEggs, graded, No. 2 net, F.
fore, becomes more ornamental than
O. B. Denver
18
useful, but that is up to tbe voters,
Eggs, case count, less com6.0U6.40 who pit the territory in tho dry
mission

foomn
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Mrs. O. F. Monargue, 14T W. fth
St, Jacksonville. Florida, writes: 1
bad catarrh and throat trouble.
Three bottles of Peruna cured me.
AS a minister's wife I come in contact with all classes of people, snd
shall always speak a good word for
Peruna.
I have given trial bottles
to a few friends Wishing you abunsuccess.
I remata, yours truly."
dant

Tucumcarl will soon have a reinf
concrete,
Jait
Wesley T. Williams of Blackdom
has resigned as V. S. commissioner.
Seventy-fivladles attended the
convention of the Woman's Club at
Mortarty.
Investor of the Airbrake.
The President has withdrawn the
Who really Invented ths airbrake?
name of E. R. Gesler to be postmaster Certainly the automatic airbrake, tha
or that has proved practicable and of
of Columbus.
The Vaughn Commercial Club held permanent value In modern railroada meeting and designated the first day ing, was the product of the late George
Westlnghouse's Ingenuity. His patent
in October to lie Good Roads Day.
Governor McDonald, who was taken for the automatic brake was taken out
from a train at Du rango on account of in 1872, superseding the
or "straight" Westinghouse airbrake
illners, is reported much Improved.
patented In 1869, and later the
Government reports on broom corn
vacuum brake was Invented-nut- ,
in nine states this season place Ne
as in the ease of most other inbraska first and New Mexico second. ventions, there are several claimants
The New Mexico Military institute for originality in this field. Thus
opuicd Its seventeenth session with Mme. M. Drouanet daughter of M.
tha largest enrollment in several Debruges of Parts, claims the distincyesrs.
tion of priority for her father. Tha
SU or City Is going to get busy snd New York Times hss a letter from
secure s shorter, easier road to Mog- State Senator William P. Fiero of
ollón and the rich mining camps of White Plains containing a patent office
declaration by his grandfather, Henry
that section.
Game and Fish Warden Trinidad C. Miller, of a "new and useful improvement In the application of steam and
de Baca announced that Ira Duckworth has been appointed deputy game compressed air to the purpose of operating railroad brakes," recorded Janwarden at Raton.
uary
Nara Visa received returns on ten less 2, 1865. Mr. Miller was doubta pioneer In the progress of aircars of soap weed and tbe average
per car was one hundred and ten dol- brake Invention.
lars, making a total of eleven hunEmpty Titles.
dred dollars.
The emperor of Austria, it has been
Maurell Silva pleaded guilty to a noted, lays claim
to
title marquis
charge of securing merchandise under of Antwerp. It all the
European soverfalse pretense at Las Vegas, and was eigns could make good their minor
bound over to the grand Jury under
territorial titles there would. Indeed,
9500 bonds.
be a reconstruction of the man. Tha
Acting Governor E. C. de Baca hon king oí Italy, for Instance, is officially
ored two requisitions for prisoners styled king of Sardinia, France, Spain
captured in New Mexico and wanted and England, of Italy and Jerusalem,
In other states for crimes alleged to of Oreece and Alexandria, of Hamburg
have been committed.
and Sicily, Master of the Deep, King
According to the report of C. B. of the Earth. The king of Spain also
Stubblefleld, who travels the state sev clalma to be king of Jerusalem, king
eral times each year for an oil com- of Galicia (a title shared with tbe empany, Immense crops of wheat were peror of Austria), and, in addition,
raised this year in the neighborhood of king of Gibraltar, of the West Indios
Roy.
and of India.
Farmers and others have been busy
Better Name.
the past two weeks cutting, stacking
Tha dog waa a curious creature with
and baling native hay for many miles
around Santa Robs and the same ac- a short body and long dangling ears.
tivity is general throughout the The newsboy owner was proud,
county.
as he held it in leash.
"What klndo purp la It?" asked an
Gallup has now completed her new
sewer system, one of the best in the acquaintance.
"Dachsunt," replied the newsle.
state, and a municipal Improvement
"Dash hound?"
which sets the Carbon City a long way
"That's what I said."
forward In the ranks of New Mexico
"Dash nothing," tbe other contemptmunicipalities.
uously
retorted, "It looks more like a
highwsy
in
The north and sooth
Mora county is badly in need of re- hyphen." Youngstown Telegram.
pairs, and the farmers, in view of a
Social Warfare.
prosperous season and big crops are
First Barroom Politician - Say, BUL
likely to sustain loss in getting them
wot's this bloomln' mortuarlum they
moved unless something Is done.
be tarkln' so much about?
First Lieutenant John U. Early,
Well, ye see, It's
Twelfth United States Cavalry, and like8econd Politician
this. You don't pay nothin' to noaVhn A. Young, city attorney at Galbody and tbe government pays It for
lup and a member of the New Mexico
Legislature, were drowned in Lake ye.
First Politician Well, that sounds a
Mariano, forty miles north of Gallup.
column, v
bit of all right, don't it London
Broncho bastera and roping experts Punch.
Butter.
of interstate reputation are to comBroke His Psrols.
Elgin, firm
30
Santa FA. Carl LaRoche, paroled pete for large purses In the .irst an30
Creameries, ex., Colo., lb..
SO
Creameries, ex. East. lb...
from tbe state prison Nov. 15, 1912, nual celebration of the Albuquerque
26
Creameries, 2d grade, lb, .
and who broke his parole has been Rodea, to be held In conjunction with if uul Wnm. Marin Sr Itemed;
26
Process
located in Indianapolis and will be the coming New Mexico state fair, at
82
Packing stock
Albuquerque Oct. 5 to 10.
brought back.
A Word From ths Weary.
New Mexico will benefit to the ex"You seem inclined to favor critiFruit
tent of about $57,000 from the past cisms of the railroads."
Apples, Colo., new, boa ... .1.0001.75
Trial Is Postponed.
fiscal year's receipts from national
"Yes," replied the weary statesman;
Cantaloupes, Colo., crate ...1.001.26
Santo FA. Word comes from Iaa forests in the state.
40
Peacnes, Colo., box
.65
"I'm tirad of having them criticise my
B.
of
William
trial
that
the
Cruces
Leandro Gonzales of Wsgon Mound motives. Let 'em criticise somebody's
2.S5
Pears. Colo., Bartlett
at this term of Dis- shot and killed his eighteen-year-olPlums, Colo;, crate
751.00 Carroll, Indicted
locomotives."
charge
shooting
of
on
the
Court
Watermelons, Colo., cwt
901.00 trict
wife, at tha home of her father, Raquarrel,
a
during
wife
killing
hie
and
mon Aldcrete, whom he also shot
If yon with busts tlisi, eJear white
has hewn continued until the next through the right lung probably fatalVegetables.
clothe, use Red Croes Bag Blue. At all
term.
Corn, Colo., dos,
LIK0M
ly. Gonzales
than killed himself, good grocers. Adv.
Celery, Colo., dos.
16
.35
shooting himself through the heart
Cabbage. Colo., cwt
Many a woman regrets that sha
501.00 Arrr
and Lawyer Drowned.
Tho damage suit for 135,000 brought
Lettuce, bead, Colo., dox. . . .56 .60
I. First Lieut. John A by R. H. Evans, administrator of the didn't change ber mind before she
Gal
Onions, cut, Cola
1.00 1.2a
United States cavalry, estate of W. H. Hawkins of Cuervo. changed her name.
9
Peas, Colo
IToung, city attorney of Guadalupe county vs. the
Potatoes, Colo
1.401.60
4
Fuel Company, was filed in tha
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb. . . 2
íember of the New Mex-i- ,
were drowned in Lake Federal Court on removal from tha
Keep Down
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
miles northwest of Fourth Judicial District Court.
Fourteen separate and distinct con
Lead and Spelter.
ventiona will be held In Albuquerque
St. Louis. Lead, S.70.
Spelter
during the coming State Fair, Oct 5 to
I5.256.Ü5.
Stringer Killed by Trsln.
10, including the state grand lodge
some
man
umcari. An unknown
. aftulntf r
Minneapolis Grain Prices.
in. etings of the Odd Fellows and
age.
years of
was run Knights
It fortua frmrat. IstUMti. lb
u3 mmJna. fftaatw
of Pythias, the state council
Minneapolis.
September, over
4 roía ox Btifl bi'a rianaa
Wheat
of Knights of Columbus, Stats Medical
$1.074: December, $1.11; No. 1
and
Society, State Federation of
hard. 1.11; No. 2 Northern. $1.05
National Mohair Growers' Association,
A Colorado Case
Roy Hotel Gutted by Fli
State Dairymen's Association, Stole
Mrs. I. m
'atfal'l Tttt 1 3nJit
sV
cerea
and
Association
Undertakers'
Roy.-a- e
Orient hotel
Wrlsbt. fit W.
of
to
meet
the Shriners
monial session
lita St. Puablo.
burned down while several
Cola., ears: "Vhaxp
the imperial potentate of that order.
were at breakfast.
pJs la my Smb.
m Urnbl
Anothor Victim of the terrible
eud
euOerlBS sail I wm
screw worm is Mauricio Rivera of
Chicago Grain snd Provision Priesa.
Young McFle Honored.
Solas flown rajtt
I couldn't
snd
Hlllsboro, who died as a result of tha,
Chicago. Wheat No. 2 red, 11.08
Kulph K McFle.
Santa
lost MjranstS ens
deposit of eggs in his nose by the
Judge anil Mrs. John It McV
rapidly, sick
Srh
low',
í
Corn No. 2 y.
787t)c; No. I
nd dls-li4ch
spells
oftn
State Treasurer O. N. Marrón has
m on nd I
monthly distribution of
nilvr-Wthe
made
onUUnly
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Twelve men were hopelessly burlad
by a cave-IIn the Oklahoma slope of
the Centennlal-Eurekmine at Bu
le. Utah.
The present population of Chicago
1.437,626, according to the pienmai
hool census. This Is an Increase of
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The Other Side Of The Question
In lieu of the acrimonious pt blicity given Mr. Hernan-- r
a member of the nation-vtrard- s
tlez, the Republican candidate f
,js conduct wrriV
il houe of represent a ti ve,
county, the pubRio
of
Arriba
treasurer and tax collector
lic is given the other side of the question, which undoubtedly will vindicate the charges against the candidate.
Several conclusions are to be drawn from the imbroglio, and chief among them that the Republican party in the
state refused to be bled fcey the A. M. J. in attempting to
make the party pay it a large sum and in its failure, it assailed the leading candidate on the ticket. That these
charges are not true, or better, that Mr. Hernandez cannot
be accused of misappropriating county funds, is now the
belief of the great masses of intelligent people of the state.
The facts as they are known are, that Mr. Hernandez requested the traveling auditor to audit the books of that office, and not until almost eight months had elapsed did the
auditor go to Rio Arriba countv, to find what he had found
Mr. Hernandez had not
in every county of the state.
of
fees
and when he vacated
drawn his salary in the shape
the office for his successor, he had something like $200
coming to him.
From things as they have shaped themselves since the
charges were published, it becomes known that they would
not have been made public, had Mr. Hernandez not been
nominated to run for the office to which he Is justly fitted.
These attacks on the integrity of the candidate are purely
malicious on the pXrt of the Journal and its appeal to the
press of the state, while at first it was believed to be the
truth, is a direct insult to the publishers and the people of
the state.
Mr. Hernandez and Mr. Ely will not resign from their
offices, following the appeal of the Journal. They will
prove to the people of the state that they are honest and
fully equal to the occasion in every sense.

GANA L IS OPENED TO THE

TRAFFIC

Liner Ancon of the War Department Makes Trip Through Waterway That Matted Official Opening of Canal for Traffic-- Big
Ditch Is Completed After 400 Years of
Effort by Leading Nations.
partment steamship Apron maao 'ne
passage through the Panama ranal,
and transit through the waterway n
officially open to the trafile ot the
world.
The Ancon left Its berth at Cristobal
at Reven o'clock In the morning and
made Ha way to the end of the deep
water channel from the Atlantic to the
Oatun lock. It went through these
locksi which havu a lift of 86 feet. In

per quart 70c

11 continued through the
minute
waterway, from deep water on the Atlantic to deep water on the Paclflo
side, without incident.
Leaving Cristobal, the Ancon passed
several vessels at anchor Id the harbor, waiting to follow It through the
canal and thus make the flrat commercial use of the water.
The decks of the Ancon were crowded with guests of the government and
officials of the canal administration
The
and the republic of Panama.
party included Colonel Ooethals, U. 8.
A., builder of the canal and governor
of the sone; President Porras of Pan-

day-hav-

e

Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest

Henea l'i Its decks, however, were
two huge pieces of artillery which are
destined to form an important part
In the defenses of the waterway.
The great waterway now becomes
"free and open to the vessels of commerce and of war of all nations on
terms of entire equality," in accord

because "What Ood hath joined together, let no man put asunder.'
England became Interested in the
possibilities of a canal in the latter
part of the seventeenth century when
William "atcr-jcn- ,
founder of the Bunk
of England, tried to found a community on the iBthmus of Darien, south of
the present Panama, with the ultimate
intention of establishing a transís!
route. Although that project
proved an utter fullure, other British
surveys were made from time to time
tor 50 years.
In the first part of the last century
the Uerman poet, Goethe, said: "It la
absolutely indispensable that the
United States effect a passage from
he Mexican gulf to the Pacific ocean.
am certain they will do it."
and
In 1814 the Spanish government, by
decree entered upon the construction
of au Isthmian canal, but the success
ful revolt of the South American col
onlcs stopped the work. Jn 1825 President Bolivar of the republic of New
Granada gave a franchise for a canal
at Panama to a Frenchman. Haron
Thierry, who failed to raise the cap
ltal required to carry out the project.
The first appearance of the Untied
States in the history of the Panama
canal idea was iu 1815, when Hetiry
Clay Introduced a resolution In the
senate which resulted in Charles Rid
die being sent by President Jackson to
visit the various canal routeB proposed
and report on their relative feasibll
Itlee. Diddle reported In the following
year thnt he had been so struck by
the feasibility of the Punama route
that be had nol visited the oilier proposed routes, the Nicaragua!!. Darien
and Tehuantepec projectB.
Ferdinand de Lesseps, the builder oí
the Suez canal, formed the. Intciocnan-ICanal company In Paris In 1877 and
aotval work on the canal was started
In the next year. On lanuary 20, 1880.
the IV' l.esseps company. In the pres-
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Woodrow Wilson.

Vessels druv ing uot moro 'turn thirty feet of water audi up to 10,000 Ion
register may now make the iiassuge.
It would be possible to put some of
tha big American dreadnoughts
through at any time.
The passage of the Ancon and Ita
company of ships opens the canal to
shipping, although the formal openiiw
of the waterway will not take place
until next spring. Tickets have been
sold at the Isthmus to ail vessels wait
log to make the trip. The charge Is
$1.25 a ton, which is purely nominal In
view of the fact that It cuts about 10,
000 miles and two tnbntha'of almost
continuous steaming from the time rc
quired tor the ordinary freighter to go
around South America to a position
li.In
Pacific opposite the canal.
American ships will receive no conces
slons la fare.
The charge made Is expected lo n
turn tli.fiOO.iMO 10 the canal treasury
in the first year of operation. Which
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tically ceased operations after Uve
'eJM"s of desultory work.
The United States in 1904 obtained
the necessary conces.lou from the uew
republic of Panama for the building
of the canal and took over the rights
and properties of the old French com
pany. Actual operations. started on
May 4 of that year. Two or three heads
of large transportation companies in
the United Sttaea were put In charge
of the building of the canal one after
another at the start of the project, but
each In turn gave up the work and r
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Messrs. Skidmore and Taylor are two men who can
represent Colfax county intelligently in the legislature.

in

under bla leadership Colfax county, whether lor the purpose of
hunting, h&hing, pulling wild fruit, or cutwork has been done.
u of the Pacific and Atting lire wood, or for any purpose whatsoas on October 10, 1813. ever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
it Wilson touched an and all trespassers will be prosecuted to
in Washington, which the lull extent of the
law.
rge under the tiamboa
(Signed)
WILLIA
:h.
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N., superintendent of transportation.
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Right now, more than any other time, Cimarron would
be benefitted greatly by having a Hour and feed mill. The
farmers would receive more benefit and after all, they are
the people who build up the country.
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Believing that the report of the Albuquerque Journal
concerning the official conduct of B. C. Hernandez, was
true, the News published the charges of the Republican
candidate in part. While the News acted in good faith, feasant
it goes without saying that it was radically mistaken, and
it believes that the public will coincide with its policy to
give its undivided support to the Republican candidate is
the best policy it can pursue.
The readers of the News know that its policy is fairness and equality of right at all times regardless of friend
or foe, and in this connection it is well to state that, it is
not beyond the dignity of this publication to retract what
it has published against the character of Mr. Hernandez.
This is done in the spirit without favoritism and in the
same faith that we had last week. The News is not too
obstinate to realize that the candidate is absolutely innocent of the charges preferred against him.
President

As things become more generally known, it is learned
that the traveling auditor of the state, is far from being
what the public has a right to expect from a public official,
and public cannot be blindfolded any longer. For seven
months the traveling auditor failed to audit the books of
Mr. Hernandez in Rio Arriba county. A thing of more
than ordinary disgust to the public. Not only that, he ordered the officials of Quay county to keep the books a cer-triway and came directly to Colfax county and ordered
the officials to do otherwise than in Quay.
When the McDonald administration stepped into office, the treasurer of the Miners Hospital at Raton, requested the traveling auditor to audit the books. The governor was appealed to several times, and not until this
the books been audited. Another peculiar coincidence is, why did one of the liest accountants in the state
resign from the auditor's office? The public can rest assured that something was "rotten in Denmark."
The traveling auditor should resign. No public official over whom he nas jurisdiction knows what steps to
take to avoid prosecution.

NO.

suggested the project was sacrilegious
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The Traveling Auditor

Of THE WORLD
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Butter Wrappers
Let us print your butter wrappers. These wrappers are
made of vegetable parchment paper and are the only kind
that should be used around butter. They are recommended
by the U. S. government and are absolutely sanitary.
Printed butter wrappers give your product a much neater appearance and a greater demand.
Mail orders promptly attended to.
$2 for 500
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ico, on pane 478 and following from Stanand
business will be conduct
T
ley McCormicIc to Geo. H. Webiter, Jr.,
ed there in future. Satisface
has been created a Game and Fish
I

under licenses issued by the State
(lame Warden of New Mexico, on July
11I1. 1913, for a period or ten I to years.
Under said license, all ame quadrupeds,
game birds and ame fish become the property of the owner and- no fishing or hunl-iuon said Urraca Ranch will be permit
ted uuder full penalty of law, without
written permission from the owner or his
auihonzed agect.
No hunting permits will lie is-

ii

sued during the year 1914.
Geo. H Webster, Jr.

tion Guaranteed.
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Can Sow Johnson Grass
sow Johnson gras and
haul it over the public
roads i asked an anxious farmer in
Luna county in a letter to the office of the attorney general at SanMay
may 1

I

ta Fe. Assistant Attorney General
Harry S. Clanr-informed him
that while at repeated legislative
sessions efforts were made to place
on the statute books a law similar
to that in Texja, prohibiting the
planting of Johuson grass and providing for its eradication, New
Mexico has no statute of that kiud
and it is perfectly legal for the Luna count y fa. mer or any one in any
county to sow or plant ohnsrn
grass and to haul it over the pub
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Mr. Kirkwood of Indiana is visiting valley friends.
Mrs. Stanley Krajierk and son
ol Denver, Culo., are visiting the
former's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
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lie roads.
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C. E. Dyson ol Indiana is spending a lew days here looking alter
his fanning interests.

About twenty business men of
Ratou spent sevt rtl hours visiting
different parts of the valley one
day lust week. Toe onlv fault they
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All trespaisiog on the Urraca Ranch
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stricllr prohibited, ami all such trespassers will be prosecuted to the full extent
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Geo. H. Webster. Jt.
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shuffled
"Be careful here!" warned Bud, Arugi
Bad took down bis rope a Jo
as, they
suddenly fixing its eyes on one of the and
patl
anticipation.
eyes and
four retainers.
'If you touch that gun
"T
I'll kill yon I"
out h
called,
There was a pause. In which tbe
torses.
Mexicans sat frozen to their saddles,
"Off like a flash!" answered Da gazing enviously at their
Is bat
and then De Lancey broke the silence Lancey, and, putting the spurs to hla and Pbll in hls turn tonchc
"Ton must not think. Señor Ara- fiery bay, he went dashing down the and wished them all Godspeed.
By DANE COOUDGE
gón." he began, speaking with a cer- street, scattering chickens and hogs
"Poor devils!" he murmured, as the A WerJc, Nervous Sufferer
A Stirring Story
AafWaS
laden
tain bitterness, "that yon can carry In all directions. Behind came Bud, laat tottering
"Thm FtmhUnm FT'
Restored to Health by Ly-d-ia
"MiMim Waff"
of the Mexican
your point Ilka this. My friend here Is rolling Jovially tn his saddle, and as with their burdens, brought up the
"Th TaarWt, " Etc.
Spanish offa Texan, and If your man stir be will the dogs rushed oat after his pardner rear and a
E. Pinkharn VegRevolution
I II uit ration, by Don, J.Lavln
kill them. But there Is a taw tn tbls he twirled bis loop once and laid It icer saluted from bis horse; "what do
etable Compound.
country for every man what Is It that skilfully across the big brindle's back. those little pelones know about libyou want?"
But roping doga la a difficult task at erty and Justice, or the game that
mssssm "I want this mining claim," shouted best, and Bud was out of practise The being played? Wearing the same uni- Kaaota, Mlnn.-- MI am glad to aay
Aragón, "that you have so unjustly ta- sudden blow struck Brlndle to the forms that tbey bad wben they fought that Lydia E. PtnkhanVs Vegetable
(CTfltta. 1914 arl
ken from me through that scoundrel rronnd and the loop came away un- for Dlax. and now tbev nre fighting for
orojwwmn naa irre?
cocks talking with their bands and Mendes
PNOPSIS.
And I want you to step filled. Tba Texan laughed, ahlftlng in Made 10. Next year tbey may be work-lnmore for me than
eyebrows and everybody else backing aside, so that I can set up my monu- his saddle.
for Orozco or Huerta or Salazar."
anything else, and I
Shut Hooker and Phil He Lancey are off, I stepped In close and looked at ments and take possession of It."
"8ure,"
Bud,
Come
muttered Bud; "but that
again!"
had the best physicommented
Mexico,
farwd. owing to a vevoluttoi In
girl.
the
up I heir niinmjc claim and return
"The Señor Aragón haa not been to leaning sldewlse as be coiled his rope. ain't the question. If they's rebels In
cian here. 1 was so
ttnin-."And she's some girl, too, believe the agenta mineral today," euggested and as the womenfolk and Idlers came the hills, where do we get off?"
Ktatfia. lo the border' town
weak and nervous
Hurt meirte Henry Krugar, a me!
you
eyes
ever De Lancey suavely. "If ha had taken
The biggest brown
that I could not do
wealth miner, who rrakna hiei a
eltloa to return tn Mexico to acquire title saw In your life, a complexion- like the trouble he would not "
my work and sufCHAPTER XI.
to a very rich mine which rCruger had cream, and hair well, there never
"Enough!" cried Aragón, still trying
fered with pains low
blown up when he found he' ha4 been
was such hair! She was fanning her- to carry It off cavalierly; "1 sent my
ordinarily so
cheated out of the title by one Aragón
down in m" right
plaza
Fortuna,
Tba
at
ny anent a larira self real slow, and In the language of
The Mexican auhfct'O
side for a -- ar or
peaceful and sleepy, waa alive with
servant to the mining agent yesterday
um In an unauci eaaful attempt to remore. I took Lydia
locate the vein and then allowed the landy the fan that means: This don't Inter- and he reported that the permit bad
hurrying men when Bud and Phil
In revert for taxes. Hooker and Ij In-oeest me a bit!' So, Just to show ber I lapsed."
E. Pinkham's Vege
a
town.
atatlon
reached
the
at
Over
arrive at Fortune near where the
special engine was wheezing and blow- table Compound, and now I feel like a
mine, known ae the Mimic Tall. U lo- was wise, I pulled out my handker"If he bad taken the palna to Incated They engage the aervlces of Orus chief and dropped It on tbe floor, and quire for new permits, however," re
I believe there la
ing after Its heavy run and, from the different person.
Mendex, who haa been friendly to Kr.iger, when she saw me
she stopped and be- turned De Lancey, "he would have
to acquire the title for them and cet a
train of commandeered ore cara be- nothing like Lydia ci. rmknams vegepermit to do preliminary work. Araron gan to count the ribs In her fan. That found that one has been Issued to me.
hind, a swarm of soldiers were leaping table Compound for weak women and
protean and accunea them of Jumping hl
was my cue It meant she wanted to I am now a Mexican citizen, like yourto the ground. On the porch of the young girls, and I would be glad if I
elalm.
Dud dlacovera that matrimonial
naiantlameSti make It Impossible for speak with me so I stepped Up and self."
Don Juan de Dloa Brachamonta could influence anyone to try uie m calhotel
Mendex to aecure a valid title to the land.
eyes
was making violent signals with his cine, for I know it will do all and much
"You!"
Aragón,
screamed
his
Phlt. who haa beaome Interested In Ara- - said:
" 'Excuse mo. señorita, but while bulging
un' .l.iiitililcr, Gracia, decide to turn
hands, and as they rode up he hurried more than It la claimed to do." Mrs.
with astonishment; and then,
McKlcao and ret tbe title In hie own the gentlemen talk and If the señora
sudfinding
Clara Franks, R. F. D. No. 1, Maple-cre- st
out
to meet them.
himself
he
turned
tricked,
name
your mother, will permit perhaps we denly upon one of his retainers and
Farm, Kaaota, Minn.
"My gracious, boys," he cried, "It's a
can enjoy a dance?'
good thing you came Into townl Berstruck film with his whip.
CHAPTER IX Continued.
Women who suffer from those dis
"And say. Bud, you should have seen
"Son of a goat!" he stormed. "Pig!
nardo Bravo has come over the moun- tressing ills peculiar to their sex should
Undoubtedly. In his own way, he the way she rose to It. Tbe girl Is a Is this the way you obey my orders?"
tains and he's marching to take Moc- be convinced of the ability of Lydia E.
sport,
believe me, and the Idea of those
as In lore but he would never adBut though he raved and scolded, he
tezuma!"
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to re"Why, that doesn't make any differmit It. that he knew, too. 80 he sank two novios chewing the rag while she bad gone too far, and there was no
store their health by the many genuino
ence to us!" answered Phil. "Mocte-aum- a and truthful testimonials we are condown on the blankeU and swore harsh- sat out the dance didn't appeal to her putting the blame on his servant In
ly, .while I)e Lancey stared at him In at all. So she gave me her hand and hla desire to humiliate the hated grinis eighty miles from here and stantly publishing in the newspapers.
away we went, with all the old ladles gos be had thrown down all his guarda,
unfeigned surprise
look at all the soldiers. How many
doubt
If Ton have tho slightestVegeta
men has Bernardo got?"
'11. then." he went on, taking talktng behind their fans and Manuel and oven De Lancey saw all too clearLydia E. Pinkham's
Tiud'a answer for granted, "wbat're del Bey blowing up like a volcano In ly what his intentions In tbe matter
"Well, that I do not know," respond- that
ble tjompouno win nein you.wnwj
yon making such a row about? Can't a bunch of carambas or worse. Qee, had been.
ed Don Juan; "some say more and to Lydia K.nnKuamineaicinetjo.
I go to a dance, with a girl without it was great and she could dance like
"Spare your cursing, Señor Aragón,"
some less, but If you boys hadn't come '.connaennai iynn,
tor
a queen.
be said, "and after this," he added,
'you Jumping down my throatf"
In I would have sent a man to fetch vic. Your letter will be onenedi
read and answered by a woman,
"But here's the Interesting part of "you can save your pretty words, too
you. Just as soon as a revolution be"W'v. sure you can!" rumbled Bud,
now hot with a new Indignation; "but It what do you tbtak she asked me,
for somebody else. Wa shall regins the back country becomes unsafe and bold in strict confidence.
after getting me to go Into thla deal after we'd had our little laugh? Well, main here and hold our properry."
for Americans. Some of those low
PÁRKIh'S
"Ha! You Americans!" exclaimed
nxaliiitt my will and swearing me to you don't need to get so grouchy about
characters ara lively to murder you If
HAIR BALSAM
No,
Dropping
Senor,"
Hooker,
Said
Aragón, as he chewed bitterly on his
pledge, the first thing It she asked about you!"
aoma daaan-foo- l
they think you have any money."
A toilet preparation of merit,
Mai to eradicate dandruff.
His Hand to His Six Shooter.
"Aw!"
you do Is to make friends with Aragón
defeat "You will rob ua of every"Well, we haven't," put In Bnd; "but
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daughter.
even
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his
love
and then make
It to Cray or Fadad Hair,
rushing to see what had happened he we've got a mine and we're
toe. and SUIS at DnunUU.
are a Mexican citizen, eh? You must turned Copper Bottom in his tracks keep It, too."
thai your Idea of helping things along? get for throwing her down!"
"What did she ask?"
D'ye think that's the way a pardner
value this barren mine very highly to and came back like a streak of light.
"Aw, Bernardo Bravo hasn't got any
"Well, she asked" here he stopped give up the protection of your governi ought to act? No, I tell you. It Is not!"
you ugly man's dog!" he men!" scoffed Phil; "1 bet tbls la a DESCRIPTION WAS ALL RIGHT
'Look
out'
'
'A. Bud," protested De Lancey and laughed "she asked If you were a ment But perhaps you are acquainted shouted, whirling hie rope aa be rode; false alarm. He got whipped outfall,of
plaintively, "what's the matter with cowboy!"
with a man named Kruger?" ha and then, amid a chorus of indignant his boots over in Chihuahua last
Not Just What Janea Waa Looking
"No!" cried Bud. pleased In spite of sneered.
you? Be roam unible, old roan; I never
protests, he chased the yelping Brlndle and he's been up In the Sierra Madrea
fcr, But Brown Surely Had
himself; "what does she know about
any
meant to hurt your feelings!"
to
"He would sell bis honor
time down the lane and through a hole la ever since. Probably come down
Told the Truth.
cowboys?"
my
to defraud a Mexican of his rights, the fence. Then, with no barm done, steal a little beef.
feelings!" echoed Hooker
"Hurt
wlsef"
"Oh. she's
declared Phil; and I doubt not it was be who sent be rode back up the street, smiling
scornfully. "Huh. what are we down
"Why, Don Juan, Bud and I Virad
Aa Brown landed on the platform he
'hare, lor, anyway a Sunday school "she's been to school twice In Los you here. Yes, I have known it from amiably
more dogs to right next to a trail all laat year and ran full butt Into Jones.
looking
and
for
h
'picnic? My feelings aro nothing, and Angeles and seen the wild west show. the first but 1 will fool him yet!
of tbe
If we'd listened to
rope.
Where bound, Jones, and why such
"So you are a Mexican citizen, Scnor
they can wait; but we're sitting on a Tes, sir, she's just like an American
In the door of the store stood Ara revoltoso stories we heard we wouldn't speed?" queried Brown.
mine, that's worth a million dollars girl and speaks English perfectly. She De Lancey? Bien, then you shall pay gón, pale
gold.
I'm
of
ounce
ina
with fury, but Bud appeared have taken out an
'Just off to
niebbe and It ain't ours, either and told me she didn't like the Mexican the full price of your citizenship. Be not to see him.
eyes were turned going to get my denouncement papera am anxious to get some fruit before I
His
on
themmen
too
they
were
stuck
fore our law you are now no more than rather toward the house where, on the tomorrow, and I'll bet you we work start."
'when you throw tn with old Aragón
land go to making love to his daugh-,te- r selves and say. Bud, when I told her that poor pelado, Méndez. You cannot edge of the veranda, Gracia Aragón that mine all summer and never know
Fruit? Just the thing! Now she's
you know you're not doing right!
appeal now to your consul at Cads-de-n and her mother stood staring at his the difference. These rebels won't
off; Jump in that carriage. I left
Just
Very
you are only a Mexican
That's all there Is to It you're doing
hurt you any, anyhow!"
antics.
a One pear In the corner."
Only
beg
grub!"
addad
a
wall!"
No!
.vih and Kruger dirt!"
little
Good morning to you, ladles!" he
Jones got tn and started searching
and saluted, taking off bis sombrero with Bud scornfully. "Come on, Phil; lets around.
He shrugged his shoulder
'VvVll. Bud.' Said Ho Ijinrcy with
smiled significantly.
muck gravity, "If that's the way you
"My friend said he left a fine pear
flourish; "lovely weather, ain't It?" go over and look at the soldiers it'a
"No," retorted De Lancey angrily
icci about 11 I won't do It any more!"
And with his tongue in his cheek and that bunch of Yaquis we saw up at in tho corner, explained Jones, as an
"you are right I cannot appeal to my a roguish glance at Aragón, who was Agua Negra."
"I wish yttu wouldn't." preathed Bud,
old lady sniffed angrily at tbe way ha
government! But let me tell you some struck dumb by this last effrontery, ha
'raising hla bead from his bands; "It
They tied their horses to the rack searched round her.
thing, Señor Mexicano! An American went rollicking after his pardner, send- and, leaving the solicitous Don Juan to
'euro wears me out, Pbll, worrying
"Guess he meant that corner, my
'ebodt it"
needs no government to protect him
sputter, hurried over to the yard. From man, she snappea.
ing back a series of Joyous yips.
Is
enough!
gun,
and that
he has his
"Well, then, I won't do It," protested
'Now that sure does me good," he the heavy metal ore cars, each a roll
Jones looked and saw a young cou
"Yes, added Bud, who bad caught confided to Phil, as they rode down lng fortress in itself, the laat of the ple blushing furiously.
'Pful sincerely. "Ho that's settled now
the drift of the last "and he has his between cottonwoods and struck into active Yaquis were helping out thelr
fwbo'a going to turu Mexican citizen?"
Mult yourself' said Bud listlessly.
friends, too; don't forget that!" Ha tbe muddy creek. "No seuse in it, but women and pet dogs, while the rest
Fighting the White Plague.
"I'll match you for It!" proposed De
strode over toward Aragón and men It gets something out of my system talking and laughing In high spirits
hospital facilities (Or tha
Adequate
linger.
a
In
threatening
Lancey, diving Into bis pocket tor
aced him with a
that has kept me from feeling glad. were strung out along the track
85,600 residents of Ohio who are suf(money.
Une.
"If anything happens to my friend,
perfunctory
you
ladles?
me
to
the
see
Did
bowlns
he hissed, "you will have me to whip! Some class to that bow no? You
If tba few officers In command bad fering from tuberculosis has been de'Don't need to," responded Bud;
And now, señor," be added, speaking want to look out I got my eye on that ever attempted to teach them military cided upon by tbe prevention of tuber"you ooa do what you please."
in the idiom of tbe country, "go with gal, and I'm sure a hard one to head. discipline, the result was not appar- culosis and officials of tbe state board
"No; I'll match you!" peralsted Phil.
any of health. It Is proposed to create
God and do not come back!"
'"Ttiat Was the agreement whenever
Only thing la, 1 wouldn't like the old ent In the line they formed; but
12 hospital districts of from four to six
It was an even break we'd let tbe
"Pah!" spat back Aragón, his bate man for a father-in-lathe way mat- man who looked at their swarthy
money talk. Here's your quarter and
faces, the hawklike profiles, and deep-set- , counties each, wherein campaigns will
for the pushing foreigner showing in ters stand between us now."
steady eyes, would know that they be inaugurated for the erection of disevery glance; "I will beat you yet!
If I match you I'll become tbe MexHe laughed boisterously at this wit
trict tuberculosis hospitals to be mainAnd I pray Cod the revoltosos come ticism, and the little Mexican chil- were lighters.
ican citizen. All set? Let 'er go!"
on
parade
(
tained Jointly by the
straight
line
all,
a
of
full
If
He flipped the ooln Ihto the air and
way,
half
After
they
the
take
this
dren, playing among the willows,
my cattle so long as they get you crouched and lay quiet like rabbits. has very little to do with actual war counties.
caught it in blu hand.
Through tbe erection of these II
proved tbelr
"Heads!" ho called, without looking
two!"
Along the aides of the rocky bills, fare and these men had
district hospitals, supplementing tbe
worth under fire.
"Very well," nodded Bud as Aragón where the peona had their
at U. "What you got?"
To be sure, It was the fire of Mexi present sanatoriums; antituberculosis
"Heads!" answered Bud, and Phil
and bis men turned away, "but be
bouses, mothers came anxiously
guns, and perhaps that waa why workers believe that the 35.000 viccan
chucked his money Into the air again She Gave Me Her Hand and Away careful you do not send aay!"
Jogged
to open doors; and as they
were so quiet and unassert tims wtll be adequately cared for, and
officers
smiling
continued,
grim
the
Good!"
be
and laughed as It dropped Into bis
along up the river the Chlneae gar
We Went.
palm.
ly at the pallid Phil; "now we got blm deners, working in each separate nook ive; for every ona of these big, up- that the people of the state will be
I excie
standing Indians had been captured In so well protected through this hospiI
creek-bed- ,
she is again!" be cried, you were a genuine Texas cowboy, where we want blm out In the open and eddy of the
talization that eventually Ohio's death
And I'll Just remember them four pal- showing the Mexlsan eagle; "I never what do you think she said?"
stopped grubbing to gaze at them tha Yaqul wars and deportedto to tba
die la rate of 7,000 per year will be reduced
'W'y, I don't know," answered Hud, sanos he had with him they're bis Inquiringly.
henequén fields of Yucatan
did see tho time when 1 couldn't match
materially.
miasma and beat.
you, anyway. 80 now, old socks, you smiling broadly In anticipation; "what bandy men, the boys with uerve and
Wonder what's the matter with theBut
tbey had come from a hardy
lean keep right on beii.g a Texan and did abe say?"
don't never let one of 'em catch you them chinks?" observed Bad, wben his
the whirligig of fortune waa
gICK DOCTOR
"She said she'd like to know you!" out after dark."
hnting Mexicana like horny loads, and
happiness bad ceased to effervesce; bread and
"She did not!" came back Bud wltk
De Lancey sat down on a rock and "tbey alt up like a village of prairie frying fast Madero defeated Porfirio
Proper Food Put Him Right.
I'll denounce the Bagle Tall the minDiax; fresh revolutions broke out
wiped hla face.
ute he time la up. And I won't go sudden spirit
dogs! Whole country aaema to be on
against the victor and, looking about
Then he laughed the thought away,
Heavens, Bud." he groaned,
near tbe Aragón outfit unless you're
Tbe food experience of a physician
something
be
the rubber neck. Must
great burden seemed to be lifted never would have believed It of blm
la desperation for soldiers to fill bis In his own case wben worn and weak
with me Is that a go? All right
doing."
ranks, Madero fell upon tha Yaquis
I wouldn't from his heart, and he found himself
I tbougbt be was on the square. But
baktt hands on It pard!
from sickness and when needing nour"Thafa right," agreed Phil; "did you
Trained warriors for generations, of ishment tba worst way, la valuable:
happy again.
quarrel with you for anything!"
It lust goes to prove ike old saying - notice bow those peons scattered when
race so fierce that the ancient As
every Mexican has got a streak of yel I rode down tbe street? Mayba thare's
'Aw, that's all right,' mumbled Bad.
"An attack of grip, ao severe It cama
CHAPTER X.
low In him somewhere. All 7ouve been some Insurrectos through. But tees had been turned aside by them In near making an end of me, left my
rlsing and holding out his band. "I
they
migration,
long
enough
tbelr
got to do Is to trust him
knowed you didn't mean nothing." Ha
stomach in such condition I could not
say list ul"
vary men to whip back tbe retain any ordinary food. I knew of
eat down again after that sad gsssd
To an American, accustomed to get and you'll find It out. Well, we're bep
horse, and La tba ware tbe
stopped
his
He
win them to his course that I must have food nourishdrearily out the door.
ting things done first and talking about to Mr. Aragón, all right!
came sows tne rebela, it be could but
silence a bugle-cal-l
side.
"1 nevar seen one of these polite.
Hay, Bud. began Phil, bis eyes It afterward, there la nothing so subtly
ment or I could never recovar.
of Fortuna.
direction
the
from
wind
So Madero had approached Chief
formalism. palavering Mexicans yet" observed
sparkling with amusement, "I've got irritating as tbe
"I began to taba toar teaspoonfuls
"Now where
said.
he
"Soldiers!"
etnoietblng to tell you about that dance the polite evasiveness of the Mexi Bud sagely, "that wasn't crooked. And did they come from? I was la Fortuna Bale, whom Dtaa bad taken under
of (irape-Nutand cream three tlmea
agreement
soon
tbe
mean,
truce,
and
flag
is
to
Aragón
they
of
can speak this feller
boot day before yesterday, and well, loon
last uight. if I didn't put the crusher cans; and yet at times,
a day and for weeks this waa almost
servfaithful
for
return
waa made. la
u Mr. Fells Luna and Manuel
But that's a game," be added, "that at that!"
del to tho point with the best of us.
my only food. It tasted ao dellcloua
would give back to tba that I enjoyed It Immensely and my
For sixty days Don Cipriano Aragón two can play at I don't know how you
.Rey I Wow I I sure wished you were
point of the bill Just ahead ice. Mexico one
tbe
From
thing they had been stomach bandied It perfectly
had smiled and smiled and then, sud- fee), Phil, but we been kinder creeping of them a Une of soldiers came Into Indians tha
there to uee me do It!
from tha
fighting a hunrded aud sixty years to first mouthful. It was so nourishing
.
"Tbls Kollx Luna Is the son of an denly, as theAast day of their mining and slipping around so long that I'm view, marching two abreast, with
Yaqul;
Rio
along
tba
up
land
by
was
their
Inside.
no
Never
attain,
Buffered
cramped
and
there
passed
permit
all
I waa quickly built back to normal
.old eTUgar plantar down In the hot coun
mounted officer In tbe lead.
tbey should be permitted to health and strength.
try somewhere. He got run out by record of a denouncement by Crua mora in my Ufe than tbe laat sixty
"Aha!" exclaimed Bud with convic and therepeace aa
ancestors
bad
tbelr
In
Ragle
polite
to
Mext
that damn
Tall days being
" Jrapn-Nutla of great value as food
(he revoltosos and now bo's op here Maudes, be appeared at tbe
tion ; "they've started something down Uve
them.
during serious attacks
to
trying to make a winning with Oracia mine with a pistol In bis belt and a can. Now Us our turn. Are you below. This la that bunch of federals dona before
sustain
life
mora
of
And ao, with a thousand or
game?'
we saw drilling up at Agua Ne
In which tha stomach Is so deranged
Aragón -- uniting: two noble families, triumphant sneer on his Hps.
that
Count me In!" cried De Lancey gra."
his men, tha crafty old war chief had It cannot digest and assimilate other
Behind htm rode four Mexicana
and all that Junk Well, air, of all the
army,
"What's tba
fully armed, and they made no reply rising from his rook.
. "m elted, swelled up little squirts you
"Yap." admitted De Lancey regret- taken service In tha federal
foods.
though his mind, poisoned perhapa by
polite buenos dual
Playr
fully; "I guess you're right for once
ear saw In your lite he's the limit to De Lancey 'spoor
"I am convinced that were Q rape-Nut- s
was
Buffered,
not
had
treachery
go
ha
things,"
pretty
Into
"Well,
your
we'll
out
town
tba
burst
"Take
mnñ vat tht, old man kind of favors
the open season for rebels has begun."
more widely used by physicians.
guile.
entirely
from
grinned
I
Bud,
contemptuously
run
free
"and If
at soon,"
Aragón, pointing
They draw out of tbe road and let
It would save many lives that ara othbiro.
CONTTNTJÜD.)
(TO
UK
bada, "and roar low, across old Aragón, or any ona of them them pass a long, double Una of
"But thla Manuel del Hey U the cap- their tent and
erwise last from lack of nourishment.'
gol Thla mine four bad Mexicana, I'm going to make shabby Infantryman, still wearing their
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
tain of the rurales around bar and a pelado Mexican andths name
show.
Dally
Thought.
of
And
as
big
a
for
brlndle
Cms
that
stands
la
longer
unl
no
summer
and
straw
hats
year's
All buck
last
Creek, Mloh.
ranino Mexican
carry
dewdrone,
H
myself!
I
dog
gat
No,
wall,
bis
going
of
sure
flowers
want
for
to
he's
Aa
tha
flapping
and
Mendes,
along
In
trudging
forms and
The most perfect food in tba world.
kin and fierce mustacblos, and amalla
petals,
Da
roped
Lancey
orlad,
adga
as
drug
mend
If
on
of
tbe
and
he
tha
trembling
ha
don't
a word!"
sandals.
of Grape Nuts and cream 10 days
Trial
like chill peppers and garlic and the not
ox
explain.
waya.
"Notbto
on,
up
to
first
hi
our
Coma
tha
ready
waft
let's kotoh
fall at
his mouth
In front were two men bearing lan and
proves.
"There's a Reason."
two of 'am were having It back and opened Only
go
In for a Utile time!
go!"
horses and
wind or brush of wing of bird, ao tha
terns, to search out the way by night
Look In pkgs. for tha little book,
forth as to who sot the next dance iogl
go your agreed Pbll with en slatternly women, tbe Inevitable camp-- heart should carry Its beaded words of
dropping
Hooker,
seuor,"
said
"Ill
"No,
'
with Orada.
which hung thustasin, and half an hour lator, each followers, trotted along at tba aldaa thanksgiving, and at tba first breath "Tha Road to Wellville."
"Well, you know bow It Is at a Max! his band to his six shooter
read ih nfcove letter
Uve
A aaw
his lag anU stepping forward on his favorita horse, they ware clat- with tbelr bundlaa and bablea; and aa of heavenly favor lat down tba shower, ae appaara from lime to lime. Ther
can dance everybody is supposed to low by
trae,
are
salee,
at
aaaaaa
fell
aud
canyon.
gol"
tering
gratitud
Zacatecas,
down
man
not
tba
At
heart's
will
tha
turn
from
the
with
perfumed
brown
"we
tba little
lateases
be introduced to every body else and-of tba trail, where It swung lato tba each burdened with his heavy gun and
ar.
stormed Aragón, "yo
What?"
Beech
turkeyyoung
two
I
saw
those
whan
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OIMARRON

DRIVEN TO ATROCITIES, GERMAN
COMMANDER TELLS CORRESPONDENT
y E. ALEXANDER POWELL.
(By Cable to The Chicago Tribune.
Headquarters In the Field of the
Ninth Imperial Army, Chateau Latere,
ear Renalx, Belgium. Three weeka
ago the govern merit of Belgium'
me to place before the American people a list of specific and authenticated atrocities committed by
the German armies upon Belgian
1

Today

General

von

Boehn,

com-

manding the Ninth Imperial field
army, acting mouthpiece of the
general staff, has asked me to
place before the American people the
German version of the Incidents In
question.
(
So far as I am aware I am the only
correspondent In the present war who
has motored for an entire day through
the ranks of the advancing Qorman
army, who has dined as a guest ot the
German army commander and his
staff, and who has bad the progress
of the army on the march arrested In
order to obtain photographs of the
German troops.
This unusual experience came about
tn a curious and roundabout way.
Invited by General Von Boehn.
After an encounter in the streets of
Ghent last Tuesday between a German military automobile and a Bel
glnn armored car. In which two German soldiers were wounded, American
Vice Consul Van Hee
rsuaded the
burgomaster to accompany him Immediately to the headquarters of Genera von Boehn to explain the circumstances and ask that the city should
not be held responsible for the unfortunate affair.
In the course of the conversation
with Mr. Van I lee General von Boehn
remarked that copies of papers containing articles written by Alexander
Powell criticising tbe German treat
ment of the Belgian civil population
had come to his attention and said he
regretted he could not have en opportunity to ta'k with Powell and give
him the German version.
Mr. Van Hee said by a fortunate
coincidence I happened to be In Ghent,
whereupon the general asked htm to
bring me out to dinner the following
day, and Issued a safe conduct through
the German lines.
Though nothing was said about a
photographer, I took with me Pho
tographer Donald Thompson. As there
wait some doubt regarding the propriety of taking a Belgian driver Into
the German lines, I drove the car
tier-ma-

myself.

morning edition of Deutsche Krelger
Zeitung was being printed and distributed to the passing men. It contained
nothing but aocounts of German vic
tories, of which I never had heard, but
it seemed greatly to cheer the men.
Field kitchens with smoke pouring
from their stovepipe funnels rumbled
down the lines, serving steaming soup
and coffee to the marching men, who
held out tin cups and had them filled
without once breaking step.
Covered Wagons Hide Machine Guns.
There were wagons filled with army
cobblers, sitting
on the
floor, who were mending soldiers'
shoes Just as if they were back In
their little shops in the fatherland.
Other wagon, to all appearances ordinary two wheeled farm carts, hid uncross-legge-

der their arched canvas cover nine
machine guns which could instantly
be brought Into action.
The medical corps was as magnificent as businesslike. It n ag' as perfectly equipped and as efficient as a
great city hospital.
Men on bicycles with a coil of Insulated wire slung between tbem
strung a field telephone from tree to
tree so the general commanding could
converse with any part of tbe 50 miles
long column.
The whole army never sleeps.
When half Is resting the other half
Is advancing. The soldiers are treated as if they were valuable machines
which must be speeded up to the highest possible efficiency. Therefore, they
are well fed, well shod, well ciothed,
and worked as a negro teamster works

d

Bel-glu-

pro-vidtt-

I
ment of Antwerp by Zeppelins?"
queried.
Explains Zeppelin Bomb.
"Zeppelins have orders to drop their
bombs only on fortifications and sol
diers," h answered.
"As a matter of fact," I remarked.
"they only destroyed private houses
and civilians, several of them women.
If one of those bombs had dropped 200
yards nearer my hotel I wouldn't be
smoking one ot your excellent cigars
today."
'This is a calamity which I thank

Uod

didn't happen."

can march

"It you feel for my safety as deeply
as that, general," I said earnestly,
"you can make quite sure of my coming tb no harm by sending no more

rigidly at attention and never
ered.

ald. laughing, "we will
think about it" He continued gravely:
"I trust you will tell the American
people through your paper what I
have told you today. Let them hear
our side of this atrocity business. It
Is only Justice that they should be
made familiar with both sides of the

mule.

Only men who are well cared for
35 miles a day week In and
week out. Only once did I see a man
mistreated. A sentry on duty In front
of the general headquarters failed to
salute an officer with sufficient promptness, whereupon tbe officer lashed him
again and again across the face with
a riding whip. Though welts rose
with every blow, the soldier stood
quiv-

Finally Reaches Von Boehn.
It was considerably past midday and
we were within a few miles of the
French frontier when we saw a guidon,
which signifies the presence of the
bead of the army, planted at the entrance of a splendid old chateau. As
we passed through the Iron gates and
drive
whirled up the stately
and drew up in front ot the terrace a
dozen officers in staff uniform came
running out to meet us. For a few
minutes it felt as if we were being
welcomed at a country house In America instead of at the headquarters of
the German army in tbe field. So
perfect was the field telephone service
that the staff had been able to keep In
touch with our progress along tbe
lines and were waiting dinner for us.
After dinner we grouped ourselves
tree-Hie-

Kaiser's Men.
Half a mile out of Sottehem our
road debouched into the great highway which leads through Lille to
Paris. We suddenly found ourselves
in the midst of the German army. It
was a sight never to be forgotten.
Far as the eye could see stretched
olid columns of marching men, press
ing westward, ever westward.
on the terrace In the
The army was advancing In three attitude people always assume when
mighty columns along three parallel having their pictures taken, and
roadb. These dense masses of mov
Thompson made some photographs.
ing men in tbelr elusive blue gray They probably are the only ones of
uniforms looked for all the world like this war, at least of a German general
three monstrous serpents crawling and an American war correspondent
across the countryside.
who was not under arrest.
American flags which fluttered from
Then we gathered about the table,
our windshield proved a passport In on which was spread a staff map of
themselves and a3 we approached the the war urea, and got down to serious
close locked rank they parted to let business. The general began by asus through.
serting that tbe stories of atrocities
For five solid hours, traveling al- perpetrated on Belgian noncombatants
ways at express train speed, we mo- were a tissue of lies.
tored between the walls of the march
"Look at these officers about you,"
ing men. In time the constant shuffle he said. "They are gentlemen like
of boots and the rhythmic swing of yourself. Look at the soldiers marchgray-claarms and shoulders grew ing past tn the road out there. Most
maddening and I became obsessed of them are fathers of families. Surewith tbe fear that I would send the ly you don't believe they would do the
car plowing into the human wedge things they have been accused of."
on either side.
.
Explain
Aerschot Crimes.
Miles of German Soldiers.
days ago, general," I said,
"Three
It seemed that the ranks never "I was in Aerschot. Tbe whole town
would end, and as far as we were con- now Ib
a ghastly, blackened, bloodcerned they never did, for we never stained but
ruin."
mighty
aw or heard the end of that
"When we entered Aerschot the son
column.
We passed regiment after regiment, of the burgomaster came Into the
brigade after brigade of Infantry, and room, drew a, revolver, and assassinatmy chief of staff," the general said
after them hussars, uhlans, cuiras- ed
followed was only retribution.
"What
infantry,
more
field
batteries,
siers,
only got what they
townspeople
The
guns,
ambulances, then
more field
lege guns, each drawn by 30 horses, deserved."
"But why wreak your vengeance on
engineers, telephone corps, pontoon
wagons, armored motor cars, more women and children?"
"None has been killed," the general
uhlans, the sunlight gleaming on their
forest of lances, more infantry in asserted positively.
"I am sorry to contradict you, gen
piked helmets, all sweeping by as
,
irresistible as a mighty river, with eral," I asserted with equal positlve-nessmyself
I
seen
their
have
"but
their faces turned toward France.
This was the Ninth field army and mutilated bodies. So has Mr. Ginson,
composed the very flower of the em- secretary of the American legation
pire, Including the magnificent troops at Brussels, who was present during
It was first the destruction ot Louvaln."
of the Imperial guard.
"Of course, there always Is danger
and last a fighting army. The men
were all young. They struck me as of women and children being killed
being .keen as razors and as bard as during street fighting," said General
von Boehn. "it they Insist on coming
nails. The horses were magnificent.
They could not have been better. The Into the street. It Is unfortunate, but
field guns of the Imperial guard were it is war."
almost twice the slxe of any used by
Data 8tartles General.
our army.
"But how about a woman's body I
Thirty-twHorses Draw Howitzer.
saw, with her hands and feet out off?
But the most interesting of alt, of How about a white haired msu and his
son wfeom I helped bury outside Semp-tacourse, were the five gigantic howitwho had been killed merely bezers, each drawn by 18 pairs of horses.
These howitsers can tear a city to cause a retreating Belgian bad shot a
pieces at a distance of a dozen miles. German soldier outside their house?
Every contingency seems to have There were 22 bayonet wounda on the
bean foreseen. Nothing was left to old man's face. I counted them. How
Maps of
about the little girl two years old who
chance or overlooked.
was shot while In her mother's arms
with which every soldier Is
are the finest examples of by a uhlan, and whose funeral I at
topography I have ever seen. Every tended at Beystopdonberg? How about
path, every farm building, every clump the old man who was hung from the
rafter in hi house by his handa and
of trees, and evorytwtg is shown.
At one place a huge army wagon roasted to death by a bonfire being
containing a complete printing press built under him?"
The general semed somewhat
Was drawn up beside the road and a
In Midst of

taken aback by tbe amount and exactness of my data.
"Such things are horrible, it trae."
he said. "Of course, our soldiers. Ilk
soldiers of all armies, sometimes get
out of hand and do things which we
would never tolerate If we knew it.
At Lou vain, for example, I sentenced
two soldiers to 12 years' penal servitude apiece for assaulting a woman."
Louvaln Library Incident.
"Apropos ot Louvaln," I remarked,
"why did you destroy the library? It
was one of the literary storehouses of
the world."
any
"We regretted that
much
on els," answered the general. 'It
caught fir from burning houses and
we could not save It."
"But why did you burn Lo.ivaln at
all?" I asked.
"Because the townspeople fired on
our troops. We actually found machine gun in some of the houses."
And smashing his fist down on the
table, he continued: "Whenever civilians fire upon our troops we will
teach them a lasting lesson. If women
and children Insist wn getting In the
way of bullets, so much the worse for
tbe women and children."
do you explain the bombard. "How

Zeppelins."
"Well," be

.

question."
t have quoted my conversation with
the general as nearly verbatim as I
can remember it. I have no comments
to make. I will leave It to my reader
to decide for themselves Just how convincing are the answers of the German general staff to th Belgian accusations.
Photographs German Army.
Before we began our conversation I
asked the general If Mr. Thompson
might be permitted to take photographs of the great army passing.
Five minutes later Thompson was
whirled away In a military motor car
clceronsd by an army officer who had
attended the army school at Fort
Riley. It seems they stopped th car
beside the road In a place where the
light was good, and when Thompson
saw approaching a regiment or battery of which he wished a picture he
would tell the officer, whereupon the
officer would blow his whistle, and
the whole column would halt.
"Just wait a few minutes until the
dust settles,'! Thompson would remark, nonchalantly lighting a cigarette, and the Ninth Imperial army,
whose columns stretched over the
countryside as far as the eye could see
would stand in its tracks until the air
was sufficiently clear to get a picture.
'I 'mis far the only one who has succeeded In halting the German army is
tht little photographer from Kansas.
Show Thompson Gunnery.
As a field battery of the Imperial
guard rumbled past, Thompson made
some remark about the accuracy of
the American gunners at Vera Cruz.
"Let us show you what our gunners
can do," said the officer, and gave an
order. There were more orders, a perfect volley of them, a bugle shrilled
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PARADISE

find English Leader.
According to a dispatch from a Dally
Mall correspondent at Rouen th Germans have been able, with Beamingly
uncanny precision, to locate the headquarter of th British general staff,
no matter where It moves.
Throughout ten days, beginning
when the fighting was about Mona, tbs
Invaders poured shells close to tbs
meeting point of the king's generala.
It was the same thing whe headquarter were at Donal and Landre
else, whereupon Sir John French withdraw his position to L Cateau. There
it was the target ot a terrific bom
bardment, which set fir to the town
and burned It. The next move was to
St. Quentrn, where again the British
headquarters war a mark for the German ftru.

ARTIST

Devotee of the Brush Are Accorded
Aoeommodatlon
Without Price
t Inn at Capri.

For the benefit ot the numerous organizations who helped to sell nearly forty-fivmillion Red Cross seals
last year and for the general public,
the American Red Cross and the Na
tional Association for tho Study and
Prevention of Tuberculosis have
framed a definition of
work showing how the proceeds
from these holiday stickers are to be
used.' Tli definition limits the expenditure of money only tor the year

Capri, beautiful in Itself a a winter
resort, offer an irresistible Invitation
to artists, since It ha an inn where
anyone, by painting a picture on tbe
wall can get free board.
To the lovely Island of Capri, with
Its perennial summer, its blue grotto,
and Its lemon grove, came, some fifty
years ago, a ruined artist He opened
an inn, and died rich. In bis wilt,
leaving the Inn to bis helra, he made
these condition:
"The charge per day, two bottles of
red Capri wine included, is never to
be more than six francs.
"If any artist Is too poor to pay he
hall paint a picture upon some
receiving all the accommodation accorded to those paying the highest price.
"If any German artist shall come
to the Inn he shall be accommodated,
and shall receive the amount of bis
fare to Germany upon his promising
never to return to Italy."
The Inn Is conductnd today on these
conditions. Its walls are covered with
paintings. Now and thena German
gets his fare home.

e

nndlng April 30, 1915.
The definition was framed at a re
cent meeting of the National Association for the Study and Prevention of

Tuberculosis and states that the term
work" as It relates
to tho expenditure of Red Cross seal
money slmll include the following activities:
1. The construction of hospitals or
sanatorium for the care of the tuberis

culous.
2. The maintenance of the tuberculous.
3. The provisions of day or night
camps for tho tuberculous; the provision and maintenance of dispensaries,
visiting nurses, open air schools, fresh
air classes, or preventorla ffir the care
or treatment of tuberculous cases or
for the prevention of the spread ot tuberculosis.
4. The maintenance of educational
or legislative activities which have for
their object the prevention of Infection
with tuberculosis.

Rays of Humor.

From undernearth the war cloud little flashes of humor escape now and
again.
Two
sergeant, brought
Irish
wounded to Paris, are reported as saying that they did not know exactly
where the battle was, but they had
Just been "fighting at Copenhagen."
They probably meant Compeigne, but
it made no difference in their willing
ness to light
The Paris Fígaro pictures a a common sight on the streets two men
reading tbelr respective newspapers
through to the end, and then exchanging a Figaro for a Matin, and absorbingly rereading In th second newspaper the ldentlcaf official announce
ment which they had read In the first.
Life retains its shades of fun even
In the darkest shadow of trouble.

The Bridal Trousseau.
The old Idea of providing brides
with a score or more of gowns, wraps
and bats has quite gone by. Even the
fashionable trousseau of today contains no more than a dozen gowns, If
aa many. Styles change so fast that
by fall the gowns for the June wedding, necessarily made some weeks before the ceremony, begin to look odd.
Some authority has declared that the
best dressed woman in Parts buys no
more than three new toilets each year,
but the opinion may be ventured that
she la altering her last year's supply
Resting.
moat of the time. The vast assortPatience Did you see Peggy down
ments of lingerie have also dwindled. at the LeachT
Nobody provides such a multitudinous
Patrice Oh, yes.
wedding outfit nowadays aa used to be
"What was she doing? Flirting, as

required.

CARE FOR
YOUR MIR

wait-spac-

Leslie's.

usual?"
"No, she said she went down there
for a rest."

Red Cross Bag Blue makes tbe laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
AO good grocers. Adv.

Shame on Him.
More than one hundred thousand
"What Is your friend so
pedestrians and twenty thousand vehi about?"
cle pass over the London bridge
"Seems bis wife is marooned
dally.
rope." Louisville Courier-Journa- l.

CUTICURA

SOAP
And

Cuticura Ointnnnt.

They cleanse the scalp, remove dandruff, arrest falling
hair and promote hair health.
Samples Free by Mall
Onttnira Soap ami ointment mm UunivttmM tke
world, liberal aampto of meto aiaSad Itn, with
Book.
Addrat "CttUcura," Dept. SB. a.Mit

a.

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the Hver h
right the stomach and bowel are right.
CARTER S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gently but firmly com-- ; la--'"
pel a lazy liver to j ÉfiHMPADTFDr
do its duty.
Cures Con-- .
stipation. Id- -.
ytN i
digeatton,
Sick
Headache
and Diatreaa After Eating.
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mmm

PklOt.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL

Genuine must bear Signature

elated

TONIC

ron

c.vm

In Eu-

W. N.

U--

,

DENVER, NO.

--

114.

Physicians Recommend Castoria
pronounced favor on the part of physicians, pharma- ceutical societies and medical authorities. It is used by physicians with
results most gratifying. The extended use of Castoria is unquestionably tho
result of three facts:
f The indisputable evidence that it is harmless s
That it not only allays stomach pains and quiets the nerves, but assimilates the food: mrdlt is an agreeable and perfect substitute for Castor Oil
It is absolutely safe. It does not contain any Opium, Morphine, or other narcotic
and does not stupefy. It is unlike Soothing Syrups, Bateman's Drops, Godtrey'8
Cordial, etc. This is a good deal for a Medical Journal to say. Our duty, however, is to expose danger and record the means of advancing health, lie day;
for poisoning innocent children through greed or ignoranoe ought to end. TV
our knowledge, Castoria is a remedy which produces composure and health, by
regulating the system riot by stupefying it and our readers aro entitled to
the information. Sail's Journal of Health.

iASTOKIA has met with

Letters from Prominent Physicians
addressed to Chas.

field.
On a knoll three miles away an
ancient windmill was beating the air
with its huge wings. The shell hit the
windmill fair and square and tore It
"Good work," Thompson observed
critically: "If those fellow of yours
keep on they'll be able to get a Job
in the American navy after the war."
In all the annals of modern war I
do not believe there is a parallel to
this American war photographer halting with an upraised, peremptory hand
tbe advancing army, leisurely photographing regiment after regiment, and
then having a field gun of th Imperial guard go Into action solely to
gratify bis curiosity.

THE

Statement Showing How th Proceeds
of Sale of Red Crasa Seal
Are to Be Spent.

harshly, the eight horses strained
against tbelr collars, the drivers
cracked their whips, and the gun left
the road, bounded across a ditch, and
swung Into position in an adjacent

into splinters.
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Fletcher.

Dr. B. Halstead Scott, ot Chicago, Ilia., says: "I have prescribed yon
Castoria often tor Infants during my practice, and find it very satisfactory
Dr. William Belmont, of Cleveland, Ohio, say: "Your Castoria tanda
first in it das. In my thirty years of practice I can amy I never have
found anything that so filled the place."
Dr. J. H. Taft, of Brooklyn, N. Y., gays: "1 nave used your Castoria and)
found it an excellent remedy In my household and private practice fot
many years. The formula is excellent."
Dr. R. J. Hamlen, of Detroit, Mich., says: "X prescribe your Castoria
extensively, as I have never found anything to equal It for children'
troubles. I am aware that there are Imitations in the field, hut 1 alwaya
see that my patient get Fletcher's."
Dr.Wm. J MoOrann, of Omaha, Neb., flays: "As the father of thirteen
children I certainly know something about your great medicine, and aside
from my own family experience I have In my years of practice found Cantoris a popular and efficient remedy In almost every home"
Br. J. II. Clausen, of Philadelphia, Pa., nays: "The name that your Castoria ha made for Itself in the ten of thousands of home blessed by tbe
presence of children, scarcely needs to be supplemented by th end or
ment of the medical profession, but I, for one, most heartily endorse it and
believe it an excellent remedy."
Br. R. M. Ward, of Kansas City, Ma, says: "Physic lana generally do not
prescribe proprietary preparation, but in the case of Castoria my experience, like that of many other physicians, has taught me to make an exception. X prescribe your Castoria In my practice because I nave found M
to be a thoroughly reliable remedy for children' complaint. Any physi
cian who has raised a family, as I have, will Join me In heartiest
mendstlon of Castoria"
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Exact Copy of Wrapper,

Tbe Kind You Have Always Bought
In Uso For Over 30 Years.

LOCAL AND PERSONAL

NEWS ITEMS!

LAIL
Have Dr. Locke do
work October 5 to 10.
Dr. Masten.

?rved at

yc

akery.

SUPPLY

F. R. Franken-burge- r
Dr. Stretcher and J. R.
Española arc the guests
of Raton were social visitors
in Cimarron, Sunday for a few
for a few days at the H. G.
home in Cimarron.
hours.
Mr. and Mrs.

Skid-mor- e

of

Frank-enburg-

er

COMPANY

Hoadmaster Frank Gumm was a
Swastika coal, the most heat for
Swear-ingecompany
by
business visitor in Cimmoney,
W.
sold
vour
J.
arron between trains Tuesday.

Weber's Bakery

n.

Mr. and Mrs. Aleck McElroy
J. K. Hunt was a passenger to
he Aztec mines, Monday from Ra- came down from" Benito, Monday.
ton, to look after the company's He departed for Raton, Tuesday
while she is visiting at the lames
interests a few days.
Livingston home.

Bakers' Goods and
Confectioners

WE SELL.

Hydrographer Powers of Santa
Remember your friends and send
Fe spent several days in this vipost card views of the Cimarthem
cinity the first of the week, gaugSold at the leading
ron
Canon.
ing the streams.
tores at 2 for 5 cents.

All Kindt oí Farming Implements
Wagons
Buggies

Patronize borne industry and
D. R. Snvder is in charge of the
buy your bakery goods at Weber's
passenger run between Ute Park
Restaurant and Bakery.
and Raton while Conductor
is with his wife at the La
F. J. Marriott of Boulder, Colo- junta hospital where she is serrado, was a pleasant business vis- iously ill.
itor in the Key City several days
the latter part of the week.
A decided increase in new entries
in the public schools is reported
Dental work that will please you from time to time, and it is now
Dr.
at a price you can pay.
believed that the number of schol
Locke's next visit October 5 to ars will outnumber those of last
10th.
year within a short time.

Harness and Saddles

nt

A. W. VASEY
1

Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Besl Companies Represented.

Let The

News Estimate On

Your

Next Job

Lumber and Other Building Material

Hardware

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants in these lines

Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Cole and
The News is working for you and
Mr. Ellis motored to the Moreno
community every week. What
the
Valley, Wednesday, on a combinYOU, not the other fellow, do
are
ed business and pleasure trip.
ing for it

Dr. and Mrs. Bass, their son
Hugh, and house guests Mr. Bass
and Miss Florence Bass, will depart the first of the week for the
latter's home, at Campbellsville,
Ky., tor a visit of several weeks.

Mr. and Mrs. Herman C. Ellis
and daughter Josepnine, will leave
about October 15 for San Diago,
California, where they will spend
the winter with the anticipation
that Mrs. Ellis' health will be im

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
SiandaAd oíneandeáeeni Oil JLamp of Hie Woridl

proved.
The Fair at Raton next week
promises to be a record breaker in
the historv ol fairs in the Rocky
Mountain r gion. Indications art
that tht! live stock and agriculture
exhibits well be much larger and
more extensive than ever.
At the

beds

Antlers Hotel first clas

50c,

and

rooms

foi

Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

light

bousepeeping.
Wanted A boy not less than 15
years old and who has passed at
least the Hth grade examination, to
learn the printers' trade. One who
is ready to be taught at all times
and not afraid to soil his hands. If
you fill the requirements come
along.

$1000 A DAY

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,!
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence,

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices

The Cow Men's Reunion and
celebration at the fair at Raton
next week is a ne v feature which
will be patronized by all the old
time cow men in the country. Railroad rates are one and
fare for the round trip from all
points in Northern New Mexico
good for five days.

Fresh

one-fift- h

Your company pays One Thousand

I

Not only in September but every day

'ollar,
in

a

day taxes

the year

Last year the total amount ol our taxes was (386,664. 00
The Bell System has paid over Eleven Million Dollars lor taxes in the last twelve
months
This money all goes for the support

of the

City, County and State

It goes to keep up the Schools, Highways and Public Buildings
Kvery dollar of it goes for the people's benefit

Have Dr. Locke do your dental
work October 5 to 10. Office wiih
Dr. Masten.
The race program at the Northern New Mexico Fair is attracting
wide spread interest throughout
part of the state. The
entries include a large number of
borses following the Santa Fe Racing Circuit and the purses for
races, cow ponies and county
running borses has stimulated a
very active interest among cow
boys and local race horse men.
Every race vill be a race for
re-la-

Who would pay these taxes

if the

FISH

Government owned the Telephone Syitem

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Diiferent"

v

nMood.

If dissatisfied with your present
brand of butter try Crystal Creamery, to be- had at the Cimarron
Meat Market, 35c per lb.

OYSTERS
Pork
Ham

Beef
Bacon

Lamb
Salt Pork

The Host Complete Stock of Fruits in the City
Fresh tügK, Fancy Crystal Creamery Butter

Cimarron Meat Market

